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TEXTS AND MANUSCRIPTS: 
DESCRIPTION AND RESEARCH 

Georges-Jean Pinault 

ECONOMIC AND ADMINISTRATIVE DOCUMENTS IN TOCHARIAN B 
FROM THE BEREZOVSKY AND PETROVSKY COLLECTIONS 

The bulk of the Tocharian literature consists of literary and 
sacred texts, all of Buddhist content, with the exception of 
one Manichean text, which however conforms to Buddhist 
patterns of thought and phraseology. But since the first dis
coveries and expeditions in the oases of East Turkestan, 
north of the Takla Makan desert, other texts have come to 
light too, that are of secular or profane nature, written on 
paper or wood. These are book-keeping records of monas
teries, business correspondence, administrative reports, re
ceipts of gifts to the monasteries, caravan-passes, etc. Sev
eral inscriptions have also been found on the walls of the 
caves, most of them graffiti, in addition to legends of 
paintings and historical proclamations. All these profane 
texts are composed in Tocharian B [I]. Since the pioneering 
study of Emil Sieg about monastery records of the Berlin 
collection [2], several important contributions must be 
noted [3]. 

Some secular documents from the Berezovsky and Pet
rovsky collections belonging to the Asiatic Museum (at pre
sent, St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental 
Studies) were studied by the French lndologist Sylvain Levi 
in 1913, through a favour granted by his friend and col
league S. F. Oldenburg. All these manuscripts are now in 
the possession of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute 
of Oriental Studies of the Russian Academy of Sciences. 
Thanks to the efforts of Dr. Margarita Vorobyova
Oesyatovskaya, an inventory of the Tocharian documents of 
the St. Petersburg collections is now available [4], and it 
was possible to the present author to identify and to study 
interesting manuscripts in February 1998. The fragmentary 
nature of most of the extant material poses considerable dif
ficulties of interpretation. But instead of quoting excerpts of 
those manuscripts in biased ways, it appears useful to make 
the decipherment and translation of complete manuscripts 
available as quickly as possible so that other scholars can 
make use of this material and propose their own contribu
tions. 

The five manuscripts published thereafter for the first 
time were acquired in the Kucha region, but their exact 
finding place is unknown. Most probably they were bought 
from local people, since they bear marks of Chinese seals. 

Four belong to the Berezovsky collection (SIB Toch./9, 11, 
12, 13) and one - to the Petrovsky collection (SI P/117). 
The manuscript SIB Toch./10, which belongs to the same 
series of five complete "business documents", will be pub
lished later. According to their contents, those manuscripts 
can be arranged in two sections: (i) monastery records con
cerning deals in smaller livestock (SIB Toch.19, 11, 13); 
and (ii) administrative documents registering men, as posted 
at watch-towers (SI P/117) or as aged men (SIB Toch./12). 
Furthermore, SIB Toch./13 is in effect the leaf following 
SIB Toch./9. 

These manuscripts share general features of secular 
documents of this type. First, they are written on large 
leaves of rough paper, not on pothl leaves as literary texts 
generally are. Second, the script is not the formal variety of 
the Central Asian Brahm! script of the Northern Silk Road, 
but the non-formal variety, so-called "cursive", which is 
written quickly, although the individual a/cyaras are not 
connected. Third, the language they are written in is not the 
correct literary language of non-secular texts, but a lower 
form of Tocharian B, with many forms close to the spoken 
everyday language of that period. Some facts appear at first 
sight, and have been already recorded [5], for instance, 
genitive sg. /anti instead of /ante ("king") and forms of the 
numerals with cluster reduction, such as swer instead of 
stwer ("four"), ~uk instead of ~ukt ("seven"), ok instead of 
okt ("eight"). In addition, the existence of dialectal features 
ought to be considered. Finally, the records use stereotyped 
administrative formulations. Even if those texts are sup
posed to have been transcribed without much care, the 
scribes tried to be accurate as to the concrete datas con
cerned; and the blank spaces help to mark out the general 
structure of the documents. 

The precise dating of these manuscripts is impossible, 
but the comparison with dated documents, such as the cara
van-passes, allows to assume that they were written in the 
seventh century A.O., or eighth century A.O. at the latest. 
The texts do not mention the Kuchean kings of the first half 
of the seventh century A.O., Suvan:iapu~pa and his succes
sor Suvan:iadeva, they can therefore be tentatively placed in 
the second half of that century. 
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The signs for transliteration used in the present article 
are the usual ones: - for a missing alcyara; +for a missing 
part of alcyara; Ill for a destroyed portion of the document; 

( ) for restored passages; [ ] for uncertain readings. The 
broad transcription of Tocharian is used in the notes and in 
the commentaries *. 

I. Monastery Records on Livestock 

1. SI B Toch./9 (see fig. I). Size: 28. 7 x 36.8 cm. Tocharian B. Cursive script. Paper. The left border is slightly dam
aged at line 2. 

TRANSLITERATION 

I. wi lcyurrmtsa lcyemarcune /anti mewyai 1 pikulne iiuiice swei::
meiiantse ne san/5, santa ke~, 

2. [t]essa 2 kefo posllJ't' te yiknesa moko iiwetakke + ccakkare + 
sankatase te yikne-

3. sa santa parra 3 spiiwd!fa[, 4 + sankatase kwaiipe sinkrontse G!fiCCe 
ala'tl wast a pku-

4. we~, foiyye plyenksa wi caka'tlnma pis tom, yaptsa 5 

5. sankatase lestaiie camilg'tlntse G!ficce ala'tl wdsta pkuweh foiyye 
plyenksa wi caka'tlnma pi- -

6. s tom, [ya]ptsa 6 + sankatase + ccakkare ywarppai yparwe cati/entse 
aiyye ala'tl 

7. foiyye wsar[e] !feme 7 

pkuwe ~, foi-

8. yye wasa wi caka'tlnma satresa 8 

wi 

sankatase wd'tl!f!fintse aiyye ala'tl 

iiwetakke aiyyana santa wiiya 

9. 9skaiice fo/5, swerne ypay JO moko ratkakullentse 
ccakka-

10. re 1Jauyilcyentse 11 pakata aiyye ala'tl pkuwe~, foiyye wasa !feme 12 [/] 

11. cena/5, fo/5, swerne kapyari friiyd, klaiyna orocce kemesa asa'tlnlse 
!jaiid, !farwai sfo-

12. war, + 13 parwe lcyu'tlnl~~ lcyemarcune /anti pinkce me'tlne 
iiwetakke yikweiie tarme yparwe 

13. kippantse foiyye wasa X 15 ala'tl G!f!ficce ce foiyye raktakule perisa 
wiiya 

14. sankatase lyiwantse aiyye ala'tl pkuwe !f, foiyye wasa I 
wast a pkusai ;tomtsaisa 16 I -

Textual remarks 

1 The reading is certain. This word - oblique sg. of mew(i)yo ("tiger") - was misread as maiwyai by Sylvain Levi [6]. 
2 The first consonant of this word is partly destroyed, but this is the most probable reading. The word is the 3 sg. active preterite of the 

verb Iii- ("to put"), in the well-known syntagma kes Iii-, complemented with a direct object: "to take into account" [7]. 
3 The geminate in the a!qara rra is marked by a transversal arc of circle; this peculiar usage is known from other profane documents, 

for instance, from the caravan-passes (8]. 
4 New verbal fonn, 3 pl. active preterite causative of the verb spiiw-, the meaning of which was given as uncertain by W. Krause [9]. 

This verb recurs in SIB Toch./11, line 2: spawiire-ii, 3 pl. active preterite, but non-causative. The basic verb is intransitive, as shown by 
the latter occurrence, and also by the occurrence of the present, 3 sg. middle, spowotrii, in a broken context: H(oernle] 149.81 a 3: 
tsenketiir spowotrii ("arises (and] subsides"), if it is taken as the antonym of the verb tsenk- ("to arise"); to the latter fonn one could previ
ously add the privative aspiiwalle, aspawalle, translated by W. Krause as "unversiegbar" ("inexhaustible") [IO]. In the St. Petersburg 
documents, the sentence containing spiiw- gives a general heading to the subsequent operations, which involve selling and giving various 
animals of smaller livestock (siinta) to several individuals. Those animals belonged previously to the reserve of the Community (Skt. 
sangha, reflected by the loanword sank; cf. SI B Toch./9, line I). The death of some animals is also recorded, with the verb sruk- ("to die"; 
cf. SI B Toch./11, lines 7 and 17). Therefore, it seems likely that the verb spiiw- means "to subside, to diminish", and its causative can be 
translated as "to withdraw, to draw away", which is enforced here by the preverb parra ("away, oft"). 

• I had the privilege of discussing a preliminary study of the first three documents (section I) with Prof. Werner Winter who offered 
many useful criticisms and suggestions. Final responsibility for the contents remains, naturally, mine. 
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5 Sic! For yap-sa, perlative sg. of the word yap ("barley") with an epenthetical consonant (see line 6). This word is followed by a 
blank space till the right border, around 12 cm long. 

6 The first alqara of the word has been unnecessarily corrected in ypa, probably by a different hand. 
7 This word is followed by a blank space, about 6 cm long. 
8 This word is followed by a blank space, about 3 cm long. 
9 The text begins only at 12 cm from the left border. Here starts the record for the "tenth" (skante, oblique masc. sg. skaiice) month. 

' 0 The reading is certain. The expected form is ypoy, as first member of a compound, from 0yap6y, of the noun yapoy ("land, 
country"). The compoundypoyd-moko is attested as such on the recto ofa wooden tablet (SI P/139d, line 4, dated on the basis of the king 
Suvan1apu~pa's mention to the first quarter of the seventh century AD.), which had been partially transcribed by Levi [I I]. One finds also 
the nominative pl. ypoy-mokonta at the beginning of an official record about frauds (PK DAM. 507(37), 2). This ypoy-moko occurs again 
in SIB Toch./11, line 14, and in SI P/117, line I, both transcribed below. Butypay-moko is not due to a mere miswriting, since it recurs in 
SIB Toch./13, line 2, on the following leaf of this document. It is possible that the form results from the influence of the pluralypauna, or 
of the corresponding form Toch. Aype, which triggered *ypai as reversed equivalent of the monophthongized form in -e. 

11 The reading of this name remains partly uncertain, but, by comparison, t;1a and Jqa seem more likely than ya and Ha as the first and 
third alqara respectively. The meaning of the following word, pakata (or pakana ?), is unknown, so that any translation of this passage is 
impossible. 

12 One may hesitate between the number "I", confirming simply ~eme, and the dot as marking the end of a rubric. This mention is 
followed by a blank space, about 3.5 cm long, till the right border. 

13 The dot is followed by a blank space, corresponding to the span of an alqara. 
14 The separation of word remains unclear, but it would be gratuitous to take yikweiietar-me as a verb form. The word tarme belongs 

to the local onomastic stock (cf. tarmalle, etc.). 
15 The aiqara ~e (beginning of ~eme - "one" - oblique masc. sg.) has been erased. 
16 In the first ligatura of this word, one may read no as well as to, as usual in the documents in cursive script. This is a new word, 

which designates probably a female animal, since it is preceded by oblique sg. feminine wasta-pkusai. In several documents reflecting 
more faithfully the spoken Tocharian B language, one finds om (or aum) instead of au before nasal, e.g. kom for kautri ("day"), katkomiia 
for katkauiia ("joy"), etc. Therefore, the final part, -omtsaisa, can be interpreted as -auntsai-sa, perlative sg. of a well-know type of 
adjective, type perneu ("brilliant") or talliiu ("miserable"), feminine nominative pernauntsa and tal/auntsa, oblique pernauntsai and 
tallauntsai [12]. A very tentative suggestion would be to connect the presupposed derivative *iteu with the adjective ile ("full, filled"), and 
the resultant meaning of the feminine would be "pregnant", i.e. "with filled womb". 

TRANSLATION 

(I) In the year two of the reign of the king K~emarjuna, in the year of the Tiger, on the fourth day of the 
ninth month, the Community (2) took into account the [mass of] small domestic animals. The results of the 
count are as follows: The elder Nwetakke, CCakkare and Sarighadasa (3) have diminished as follows [the 
amount of] the small domestic animals. Sarighadasa sold to the Kwafipe Sirikro an caprine animal, male, twice 
combed (4) for 250 pounds of barley. (5) Sarighadasa sold to Cami! Lestafie (?)a caprine animal, male, twice 
combed for (6) 250 pounds of barley. Sarighadase [and] CCakkare ... first gave to Catile an ovine (7) animal, 
male, one. Sarighadasa gave to Waf!!~~i an ovine animal, male, combed, (8) for 200 pounds of grain. Nwetakke 
brought two ovine animals. 

(9) On the fourteenth day of the tenth month, CCakkare gave to the country-elder Raktakule (10) ... an 
ovine animal, male, combed, one. (11) On the same fourteenth day, the workers, old men [and] women, have 
consumed their own wool, of one goat with large teeth. (12) In the year one of the reign of king K~emarjuna, in 
the fifth month, Nwetakke ... first (13) gave an animal to Kippa, a male, caprine; Raktakule brought this animal 
[as compensation] for a debt. (14) Sarighadasa gave to Lyiwa an ovine animal, male, combed, for a pregnant 
[ewe](?), twice combed. 

2. SIB Toch./13 (see jig. 2). Size: 28.3 x 15.2 cm. Tocharian B. Cursive script. Paper. The document covers the begin
ning of a leaf, with unsignificant rips, except for the last line. 

TRANSLITERATION 

I. wiirsane 1 {qryiika ne cciikkarentse [m]uryesa 2 wara 3 ~alqssi 
klyina~~irri 4 tu yparwe ypa-

2. y 5 moko raktakulentse cciikkare ~itaintse 6 yofoi~, wiista pkusai 
iiu wasa I 

3. wi ~urrintsa ~emiircune liinti raparrine merrine yapkontse yaitkorsa 
fol/ii/ya 7 sa-

4. nkatiise po[h]lii/araiysentse 8 aiyyiina siinla wasa swiira lunef>,9 

wi oro-

5. c[c]e [k]emesa awi 2 sana wiista pk(u)sa I ~e ii[,yriye I 
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Textual remarks 

1 The complete formula for dating would be wiirsafie me11me; wiirsafie (correct form wiirsafifie) is the name of the eleventh month, 
while rapafifie (cf. line 3) is the name of the twelfth month. It is obvious that this leaf offers the direct continuation of the document 
SIB Toch./9, which contains the records of smaller livestock for the ninth and tenth month of the same year, the second reignal year of the 
king K~emiirjuna. 

2 Perlative sg. of a new word, of uncertain meaning. It is unlikely to interpret it as an abstract meaning "order, will", or the like, since 
we know the stereotyped expressions for that. One can suppose that the perlative case concerns an object through which the water flows 
towards some field or pasture, hence "irrigation canal, ditch". This word is most likely a borrowing from Sogdian mwry y ("canal") [13). 

3 If one admits a careless writing of the final consonant, it would be more probable to find the word war ("water"). The next word is 
clearly the infinitive causative of the verb sii/- ("to throw, to release") [14). 

' The reading is safe; it is less likely to read klyinaHii'!', which would be the 3 sg. active of the present of the verb k/i-n- ("to be 
obliged to") [15). It is actually the expected form of the imperfect, klyinaHi, followed by a suffixed pronoun referring to the 3rd person 
singular. The sentence seems to refer to the well-known practice of controlling and distributing the water among inhabitants of a village. It 
is perhaps as a compensation for this service that CCiikkare made the donation of one animal (line 2). 

5 Sic! Aboutypay-moko, for ypoy-moko, see above (remark No. 10) with concern to manuscript SIB Toch./9, line 9. 
6 For the first a4ara of this word, a reading pi is excluded. Therefore, one cannot find here the word pito, oblique sg. pitai 

("price") [ 16). The formyo.iai-~ is allative sg. of a noun, the oblique sg. of which is attested in PK DAM. 507(2I).12, in a broken context, 
as complement of the verb yiim- ("to do"). It is probably an abstract, connected presumably with the verb yok- ("to drink"), hence "to ab
sorb water". 

7 As usual, one can consider to read alternatively .iantii/ya. New word, of unknown meaning; in the first reading, it recalls superfi
cially the noun .iaktiilye ("semen") [17). An assimilation *.iaktii0 > .iattii0 is possible. Would this mention refer to sowing time, and to the 
distribution of seeds to farmers? 

8 The second a4ara contains a rare ligatura, which indicates a non-Indic name. The element laraiyse belongs to the onomastic local 
stock. using many derivatives of the adjective /iire ("dear"). 

9 This form results from the addition of the emphatic particle -k to the demonstrative adverb tune ("in it, therein"), locative sg. of the 
anaphoric pronoun tu. It was already known from a document of the Otani collection. 

TRANSLATION 

(1) On the day thirty of the warsane [month], in the ditch(?) of CCakkare the water was to be released. 
Thereupon (2) CCakkare gave to the country-elder Raktakule for the irrigation (?) of the ground (?) one ewe, 
twice combed. (3) In the year two of the king K~emarjuna, in the raparrine month, on order of the duke, [there 
was] sowing(?); Sanghadasa (4) gave to Pohlalaraiyse four ovine animals, namely two (S) ewes with large 
teeth, 2, one [ewe] twice combed, I, one male lamb, I . 

3. SI B Toch./11 (see fig. 3). Size: 27.5 x 42.0 cm. Tocharian B. Cursive script. Paper. The left margin is extant, but the 
right border is lost lenghtwise, with deckle-edged paper, so that some alcyaras are missing at the end of several lines. 

TRANSLITERATION 

1. 14 lcyuntsa I ysuhkwii 2 liinti §aiyye pikulne nunce merrine ke§a 
poslqrri te fy]i(k)n(esa)/11 

2. nta 3 spawiiren, tutse 4 ke~, Ill 

3. uWiiHi oroce kemesa iiuw 5 wiiya sanai ariwerri wiiya wi wtistii[1:-] 61/I 

4. a~, wiiya sanai 7 paiytine sutate perisa iiuw 5 wiiya/11 

5. sa 8 sle yari 9 

aliiu plyeli[kuwa] '0111 
tep, kwiirrintse pelykirri wast a pkuwe!f_, 

6. ass ice was/a pkuwe~, alarri i!rnrri wi ca!rnrri" keneksa + 
r~pan[n]e 12111 -

7. mesa iiuw sruka sana 13 cau~i swiira siinta wiiya wtistii~\ 
pkuwe[f.]f.q(rri) 14/// 

8. siinta ~arrisi §alike ska iem, siinta wiiya wi ~eme aiyye Heme 
aHi[c]e wti 15/// 

9. wessam alawom16 ~qkwiike §alike siinta wiiya wi a~icerri wtista 
[pk](~) 17/// • 

I 0. ~eme sawiire wtista pkuwe!f_,18 iaile yapkone yaitkorsa siinta 
wiiya/11 
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11. /s,19 aiyyiina 20 tarya sanai iiw oroce kemesa $e iil, wiista pku 21 

12. simii siinta wiiya wi a$ice111 wiista pkuweHgf11 22 kippii a$ice 
faifyy](e)/I/ --

13. me 23 pkuwe$, 24 cauhkwi siinta wiiya wi was/a pkuwe$$(J'11 
al awo111 25 117 --

14. cinasene 26 faiyye wiiya $eme a$$iCe was/a pkuwe$,27 ypoy 
~~~Ill -

15. ca111ndre 28 a$ice faiyye wiiya Heme pkuwe$,29 $1empehkule £gryii 
(p)ku(s)[ai] 30111 -

16. wiiya sanai 31111 

17. srukauwa siinta fats £grya ka hk[e] /[o] 32 ne~(Jf11 
[sa]ntap,33 yiimuwa $U/s, Ill 

Textual remarks 

omorfsgiie 

1 Before the word for the reignal year (4u111), one does not find the cardinal numeral, but the bare number signs, as in other docu
ments which are carelessly written; see below SI P/117, line I. 

2 The reading of the king's name is certain. This name does not show any conceivable connection with Sanskrit onomastics. Strange 
as it is. it is a genuine Kuchean name, even if borrowed from another language, possibly Chinese. As a matter of fact, it recurs very clearly 
in inscriptions from Kyzyl (cave No. 95), which I had the opportunity to decipher in May 1995. 

3 Restore (sii)nta, maybe preceded by a word referring to the owner, the Community, possibly a form of sahkriimanne, derivative of 
sankriim (Skt. sanghiiriima-). 

4 Sic! One expects tuntse of tu111tse for the genitive sg. of the demonstrative pronoun. One can explain this form by careless writing 
(anusviira missing) or by phonetic assimilation, as elsewhere (18). The phrase tu(n)tse kes ends the introduction of the record: it is fol
lowed by a blank space, about 15 cm long. 

5 The form is written in a peculiar way: there is a viriima stroke between ii and u, with u and w joined in a ligatura, seemingly in or
der to enforce the consonant character of the final sonorant. The pronunciation should be non-diphthongal, also /iiwl. The same word is 
written as iiw in line 11, but as iiu in line 2 of SIB Toch./13. 

6 After this word, the lacuna covers about four a4aras. To be completed as wastiir (pkuweHii.111), according to the information given 
in lines 5. 6, 7, 10. 12, 13, 14, and probably 9. --

7 This word is followed by a blank space, around 3 cm long. 
8 To be completed as (oroce keme)sa, according to the information given in line 11, and probably also in 7. 
9 This word is followed by a blank space, around 4 cm long. 

10 The preceding words form an incomplete sentence, since one expects the mention of the price after the verb plank-, causative "to 
sell" [ 19]. The money or the produce (grain, fabric) obtained in exchange is expressed in the perlative case; the lacuna may have contained 
three of four aksaras. 

11 This for~ is attested elsewhere, and is the plural of a term cak, which ought to be different from ciik, since the latter is a measure of 
volume for liquids and grains. This name is part of a threefold decimal system, borrowed from Chinese: fahk [X], pl. fahkii111 (around 
1.0355 1.), !OX= tau, pl. towa, IOOX = ciik, pl. cakanma (20). The following word, kenek, designates a "cotton fabric", and not a "shroud" 
as given in Krause and Thomas (21 ); it is matched by Toch. A kanak, which is well attested in the third act of the Buddhist drama 
Maitreyasamiti-Nii/aka (22) and is translated in Old Uighur by boz ("cotton fabric"; "Baumwollstoff'). Accordingly, cak is a measure of 
length, and has its exact counterpart in Uighur cry, which is used to measure pieces of boz (23). Both words are parallel borrowings from 
Chinese chi ("foot"= one third ofa metre), which had a final-kin Late Middle Chinese (24). 

12 There is place for several a4aras at the end of the line; after the name of the twelfth month (rapanne), it is not necessary to restore 
memne - "in the month". The obvious link with the beginning of line 7 is given by (oroce ke)mesa. 

• 13 This word is followed by a blank space, around 2.5 cm long. 
14 In the lacuna the type of domestic animal (ovine/caprine) and the number were certainly expressed, all in four syllables approxi

mately. The beginning of the next line starts a new sentence. 
15 It is easy to connect this syllable with the beginning of the next line by restoring wii(stiir pku)weHiif11. Note that in the preceding 

enumeration, the scribe has written the second occurrence of "one" (feme, oblique sg. masc.) with a geminate initial consonant. This usage 
has no clear motivation, but recurs in line 15. 

16 This word is followed by a blank space, around 2 cm long. 
17 To be completed as wiista pk(uweffiif11), without any place for more syllables in the lacuna. Therefore, at the beginning of next line, 

~eme >'awiire wiista pkuwef (understood aficce) make a complete sentence. The plural subject of the preterite active 3 pl. fowiire ("they 
ate") is found in the previous sentence: the word siikwiike is probably a name, coordinated with fonke (possibly borrowed from 
a Skt. name, either Saiika or Saiikha) without any particle. The trouble resides in the verb wiiya, 3 sg. active preterite of iik-/wiiy- ("to 
bring"), instead of the 3 pl. wayiire (25). It is possible that the scribe had been influenced by the repeated mention of the singular, wiiya, in 
the preceding lines 3, 4 (twice), 7, 8. 

18 This word is followed by a blank space, 2 cm long. 
19 As the introduction of an enumeration, one can restore (tune)k, after SIB Toch./13, line 4. 
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20 The alqara na is preceded by an erased sign. 
21 Here ends the enumeration. This word is followed by a blank space till the end of the line. According to the usage of SIB Toch./13, 

lines 4-5, the enumeration should be entirely in the nominative case; the oblique sg. sanai looks wrong, instead of nominative sg. sana. 
But it is probable that such an error was triggered by the plural aiyyana tarya (sci!. santa), which is ambiguous. 

22 This word is followed by a blank space, 3 cm long. 
23 One can easily restore the compound (~e)me pkuwe~, and at the end of the preceding line the lacuna allows place for some alqaras, 

probably waya, the expected verb of the sentence. 
24 This word is followed by a blank space, about 3 cm long. 
25 End ofa rubrique, according to the blank space which follows this word at the end of the line. 
26 Cinasena = Skt. Jrnasena. 
27 This word is followed by a blank space, 3 cm long. 
28 This is clearly the end of the name of the ypoy-moko ("country-elder"), borrowed from a compound Sanskrit name, with candra as 

second member. 
29 This word is followed by a blank space, 3.5 cm long. 
30 The lacuna contained the noun of a female domestic animal, according to the forms -pkusai and sanai, both oblique sg. feminine, 

possibly as ("goat"), since the preceding animal mentioned was also a caprine. 
31 End ofa rubrique, followed by a blank space till the end of the line, 20 cm long. 
32 The reading remains quite uncertain. 
33 This sequence of alqaras is problematic as to its form and meaning. It is probable that omorfEtlne santap constitutes a fixed expres

sion, with an adjective singular as first term. The syntagma is constructed with the verb yam- ("to make"); it designates a produce obtained 
from the small domestic animals after death, possibly a fabric made from the skin. 

TRANSLATION 

(I) In the year 14 of the reign of the king Ysuhkwa, in the year of the Sheep, in the ninth month, the results 
of the count are as follows: ... (2) [the amount of] the smaller livestock has been diminished by me. Of that the 
[detailed] account [is]: (3) Uwa~~i brought one ewe with large teeth [and] he brought two rams, twice 
(combed), (4) [and] he brought one goat. Sutate of Paiyti brought a ewe [as compensation] for a debt, (with 
large teeth), (5) with a lamb. According to the will of Tep Kwii'!l, I sold one wether, twice combed, ( ... ) 
(6) a caprine, male, twice combed, for 22 feet [of] cotton fabric. (In the month) rapanne (7), one ewe, with 
(large teeth) died. Cau~i brought four small domestic animals, twice combed ( ... ). (8) Sarike came here in order 
to count the small domestic animals. He brought two animals, one an ovine, one a caprine, [both] twice 
(9) (combed), castrated. Sl!kwiike [and] Sarike brought animals, two caprine, twice comb(ed) ... (IO) one ( ... ) 
they ate, twice combed. Saile brought animals on the order of the duke( ... ) (namely) (I I) three ovines, one ewe 
with large teeth, one male (lamb), twice combed. (I2) Sima brought animals, two caprines, twice combed. 
Kippii one caprine animal, ... (I3) once combed. Cami.kwi brought animals, two twice combed wethers. (I4) Ji
nasena brought an animal, one caprine, twice combed. The country-elder (I5) -candra brought a caprine ani
mal, once combed. ~temperikule brought (16) one (female), ... , thrice combed. (17) Small domestic animals 
that died are thirteen indeed left over(?) .... have been made ... seven. 

Commentary 

HISTORICAL AND AGRICULTURAL DA TA 

These three leaves have many common features. The 
first two belong to the same record. The texts are monastery 
accounts, which record incomings and withdrawals con
cerning smaller livestock. The animals, exchanged for vari
ous goods (grain, cotton fabric, etc.) or used as compensa
tion for a debt or for some service, are precisely defined, 
since their value depends on their age, sex, and the amount 
of fine wool they have. It is not possible to study all the 
scope of information these extremely interesting documents 
provide. They confirm, as a whole, the view of the impor
tant economic role of the Kuchean monasteries. 

The date of the first record refers to the king 
K~emarjuna. This name, borrowed from Sanskrit, recurs in 
other documents: an inscription G-Su 34 from Subashi near 
Kucha [26], several Berlin fragments (B 486, from Kyzyl, 
and other unpublished documents). The compound names 
with arjuna as second member seem to be characteristic of 
the royal family of Agni (Yanqi, alias Karashahr), as argued 
by Liiders [27] and Levi [28]. Unfortunately, it is not possi-

ble for the moment to establish with certainty the relation
ship between these kings and the royal family of Kucha, 
whose chronology is better known [29]. We know that 
Suvan:iadeva ruled from 624 till 646 and his father 
Suvan:iapu~pa was in charge already in 618. 

Besides the king, other authorities also appear in these 
records. The term ypoylypay-moko ("country-elder") is 
a determinative compound; it refers probably to a local ruler 
who had authority on the people of the territory (see below 
the commentary on the manuscript SJ P/117). It was rather 
vaguely defined by Fr. Bernhard as the "name of an admin
istrative position" ("eine Amtsbezeichnung") [30]. Further
more, the simple title moko ("elder") is well attested in the 
caravan-passes [31] as well as in the monastery accounts: 
oblique sg. mokof!I, genitive sg. mokontse; the regular 
nominative pl. is mokon (according to the pattern of 
klyomo) [32], but one finds also mokonta. It is possible that 
the ypoy-moko was at a higher level in the hierarchy of offi
cials. In several occurrences, one finds the plural, implying 
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that those men acted collectively, as a council or senate. 
The usage and meaning of moko recall those of the kitsaitsa 
in the Kroraina Prakrit documents [33): his functions were 
of judicial nature, and he was member of a sort of council of 
elders. The noun kitsaitsa reflects a more archaic fonn than 
Toch. B ktsaitse ("old"), while Toch. B moko is matched by 
Toch. A mok ("old"). Therefore, the translation as "elder" 
seems to be appropriate. 

The adjective yapkone (SIB Toch./11, line 10) and the 
genitive sg. yapkontse (SIB Toch./13, line 3) imply the ex
istence of a title • yapko (translated above as "duke") which 
is attested for the first time in Tocharian B. It recalls inevi
tably, while being adapted to the Tocharian phonology, the 
well-known Central Asiatic title yabgu, reflected by several 
forms in numerous languages: Old Turkic yabyu [34), 
Bactrian zaooo for the Kushiin (Yuezhi) rulers, Prakrit 
(Kharo~\hT) yavuga-, yaua-, Gk. ~aoou [35). According to 
the Chinese sources, the chiefs of the five Yuezhi tribes 
bore this title. In a Tocharian A fragment kept in the Musee 
Guimet, yiippak occurs as the title of a Uighur donor, being 
obviously a borrowing from Turkic yabyu. This occurrence 
does not give an independent evidence for a genuine To
charian title. Our Tocharian B texts clearly show that in the 
Tocharian-speaking area a yabgu coexisted with a king 
(Toch. B walo, genitive sg. /ante). Presumably, there were 
several yabgus under the authority of the king, or the yabgu 
was a representative of the king in some matters of the royal 
administration, as his "grand duke" or "vizier''. Be that as it 
may, the title yabgu enjoyed a great expansion in Central 
Asia, beyond the Kushiin kingdom, and one should add now 
the Tocharian B piece of evidence. 

The texts show several items of the tenninology used 
by the stock-breeders of that time in the Tocharian-speaking 
area. It is not surprising that some aspects elude us. Since 
the taxonomy was self-evident for the speakers, they could 
use abbreviated expressions. In order to reconstruct at least 
a part of this lexicon, it is necessary to compare texts from 
various sources. Some items can be understood only by ref
erence to a text from the Paris collection (PK LC I), which 
I published in 1997 [36), as well as from numerous wooden 
tablets found recently in Kyzyl, hitherto unpublished. How
ever, I had the opportunity to study this material in 
May 1995. 

I will not dwell on topics that I already discussed exten
sively [37). The generic tenn for "smaller livestock" (Latin 
minus pecus) is Tocharian B .Santa which shows a plural 
suffix with collective value; it is clearly not restricted to 
"sheep", as alleged in Krause and Thomas [38), but in
cludes both ovines and caprines, excluding the rest of cattle, 
bovines and equines (Latin maius pecus). This tenn has 
a singulative, foiyye, which refers basically to a "representa
tive of the mass of small domestic animals", either ovine or 
caprine. This point is proven by the collocations aiyye 
foiyye ("small domestic animal pertaining to sheep") and 
a~icce foiyye ("small domestic animal pertaining to goats"). 
These secondary adjectives aiyye ("ovine") and a~itstse, or 
a~iye ("caprine") qualify also the collective tenn, hence 
aiyyiina .Santa ("mass of smaller livestock consisting of 
sheep"), the detail of which is given afterwards; the parallel 
•a~iyana .Santa is matched by Tocharian A ii~iFi(i) fos 
("small domestic animals pertaining to goats") [39). In our 
lists of animals, the ovines stand always before the caprines. 
Furthennore, foiyye may designate, without being qualified, 
the unmarked member of the bipartite concept of .Santa 

(ovines plus caprines), also the "sheep''. It is so used in the 
datation fonnula as the noun corresponding to Chinese yang 
(Skt. pa.SU), one of the Twelve Animals of the zodiac. The 
Chinese tenn refers primarily to the sheep, and secondly to 
the goat as well. It is interesting to note that in the Kroraina 
documents from the third century A.D. the tenn pa.SU is also 
ambivalent, covering both ovine and caprine [40). I would 
suggest that it is the Prakrit wording for a concept similar to 
that ofToch. B foiyye in the local language. 

The animals are also classified in the texts according 
to sex, age, and other characteristics that were important 
for stock-breeders. Since I hope to discuss those rather 
intricate problems elsewhere, I stress here only the main 
facts which show a striking parallelism of the tenninology 
for ovines and caprines. My solutions agree only partially 
with assumptions that have been published by Schmidt 
without much argumentation and with less documenta
tion [41): 

1) The mature animals are distinguished according to 
sex: iiuwliiw/ ("ewe"; oblique identical to nominative sg.), 
nominative pl. awi; iis ("goat"; oblique identical to nomina
tive sg.), genitive sg. asaf!1ntse; the "ram" (uncastrated male 
ovine) is designated probably by ariwe (cf. Latin aries). 
The tenn aliiu, masculine, oblique pl. alawof!1, hence nomi
native pl. alawon, concerns both caprines and ovines. 
It designates most likely the castrated male animal, also the 
"wether" for the sheep. It follows in part the inflection of 
the type klyomo [42): stem *aliiwon-, with nominative 
sg. • -wo > * -wu > -u, as in Toch. B ku ("dog")< • kwon, and 
the outcomes of stems with suffixes •-wont- and * -wos- (see 
the past participle). 

2) There are, like in other languages, specific tenns for 
young, immature animals (less than one year old): yriye 
("lamb"; oblique sg. yari, nominative pl. yrin (written 
yrif!1)}; *fro ("kid"), nominative pl. iron (attested in one 
wooden tablet on display in the Hennitage Museum, Room 
No. 352). Those animals are further distinguished according 
to sex, as proven by the adjectives of appurtenance (here 
in the feminine) ala'!'-frotana ("pertaining to male kid") 
vs. klaif!1-srotana ("pertaining to female kid"), and 
klai-yritanna ("pertaining to female lamb"), and by the 
syntagmas klaiyna frond ("female kids"; in the same tablet 
of the Hennitage Museum), iii yriye ("male lamb"), nomi
native pl. alyi yri'!' (PK LC I). The adjective iii, oblique 
sg. alaf!', is used also to designate older male animals, both 
caprines and ovines. It follows the inflection of ancien -i
stems [43), exemplified by siif!I ("enemy") and tsef!1 
("blue"). The seemingly likeness between iii and aliiu is 
a mere illusion. The occurrences in SIB Toch./I 1, lines 5-
6, and 8-9 prove that aliiu ("castrated"; either ovine or ca
prine) and a~~ice ... ala'!' ("caprine male") vs. aiyye ala'!' 
("ovine male") refer in effect to different realities. 

3) The distinction of age is implicit in the mention of 
castration and is further indicated by a syntagma common to 
both ovines and caprines, females (ewe, goat) and males 
(ram): orocce (or oroce) kemesa. It means literally "with 
a large tooth", with the perlative sg. of the noun keme 
("tooth") being used. There is no need to render a homony
mous noun *keme as meaning something else, to justify 
an ad hoc meaning [44). This mention refers to the growth 
of the pennanent teeth, namely the central incisors, which 
are the well-known criterion to distinguish mature ruminant 
animals. The singular is not so disturbing, instead of the 
dual or plural, since the dental system is symmetrical, so 
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that the expert stock-breeder needs only to touch one single 
incisor to make sure of the erupting of the permanent teeth. 

One key notion of the economic vocabulary concerning 
livestock is indeed ~iirwai present in SIB Toch. 9, line 11, 
and - more frequently - in the Kyzyl documents. The 
nominative sg. is ~arwiye, oblique sg. ~iirwai, nominative 
pl. ~arwaifl (written ~arwai'?'I; henceforth the word will be 
quoted under the oblique sg. form). This noun (feminine) 
belongs to a well-known type of inflection [45]. It desig
nates some produce obtained from sheep and goats, as 
shown by the adjectives asa'?'lnlanai ("from she-goat"), 
awa'?'lntana ("from ewe"), etc. Furthermore, it is qualified 
also by the adjectives applied regularly (see the texts above) 
to ovines and caprines: ~eme-pkusai, wiista-pkusai, tiiryii
pkusai. About ~iirwai is said that it is given to various peo
ple, but mostly to women (klaiyna) or to monastery servants 
(kapyiiri), as payment for some work, or as something to be 
worked on. It is also delivered to the monastery. Despite its 
appearance as direct object of the verb iu-lswii- ("to eat"), it 
is not something "edible" by people: the verb iu-/swii- can 
be used in the general sense of "to consume'', as shown by 
the numerous occurrences in the monastery accounts [ 46]. 

The regular references to the animals from which the 
produce is obtained show that its quality depends on some 
characteristics of those animals. The identification to "dung, 
droppings", as Schmidt proposes [47], is far from any prob
ability, since animal dung is used currently in Central Asia 
as fuel or as building material. Its source is of course not re
stricted to ovines and caprines, and one can wonder about 
such a great stock control of animal droppings under the 
care of monastery agents. A regular produce, which is 
common to sheep and goats and of great importance to 
stock-breeders, is in fact the fleece or the wool. This hy
pothesis allows, by the same token, to understand the adjec
tives X-pku, with X as a multiplicative number and -pku as 
the past participle of a verb pak-: sg. masc. nominative pku, 
obi. pkuwe~. fem. nom. pkusa, obi. pkusai, pl. masc. nom. 

pkuwe~. obi. pkuwe~~ii'?'I, following a well-known inflection 
type [48]. The root in question can be neither pak- ("to 
cook, to ripe"; the past participle papeku), nor pak- ("to 
plan, to contemplate") [49]. If those adjectives had indi
cated the age of livestock, as proposed by Schmidt [50], 
would they be restricted to one, two or three years? For 
stating the age of people, Tocharian uses possessive com
pounds with derivatives of the noun for "[cyclic] year" -
A Pukiil, B piku/ as second member, A wiki-puklyi, B ikii'?'l
pikwalanne ("with twenty years"). But the age of animals is 
rather established by external characteristics, as seen above 
(permanent teeth, castration, fertility, etc.). I propose to 
render pku as "combed", from a technical verb pak- ("to 
comb, to pluck out"; Indo-European root *pek-) [51], which 
can qualify both the animals and the produce therefrom. 
Note, Tibetan uses similar expressions to distinguish differ
ent qualities of wool (bal): "the first coarse plucking of 
wool; the second, of the finer wool; the third, of the 
finest" [52]. 

Various domestic animals, special breeds of goats and 
hairy sheep, shed their hair during the moulting season. One 
may assume that the Tocharians did practice the plucking or 
combing of hairy animals as they moulted. This old method 
of removing underwool from moulting sheep, goats, yaks, 
camels is still used in northwest China, Tibet and Mongo
lia [53]. Therefore, ~iirwai designates the wool that sheep 
and goats shed during the moulting season: it is harvested 
by plucking or by combing. Actually, this word can be ety
mologically connected with the root (*skeH2i-!*skH2ei-) of 
English shed (Old English sceadan - "to separate"), Skt. 
chii- (chyati) [54], by assuming a proto-form *skiH2(d)-ru
> * skyaru- > * ~~iiru- ("what is shed"), which received later 
in Proto-Tocharian a very common secundary suffix, with 
collective value. This last proposal remains open to discus
sion, but through the semantic identification of ~iirwai, we 
gain a rather coherent and realistic view of the texts. 

II. Registration of men 

I. SI P/ll7 (see jig. 4). Size: 29.2 x 39.8 cm. Tocharian B. Paper. Cursive script. Judging by the size and the general ar
rangement, the leaf is complete. There are several holes in the paper, impeding the reading of some names. The ductus is fine 
and geometrical, and it is very likely that the scribe used a pen, instead of a brush, as in most profane documents. 

TRANSLITERATION 

I. 21 1 ~untsa 2 yiise liinti pa [t] 3 [pi]kulne oktance i/sq'?" ~ene ypoy 
moko wrau 4 po ypo-

2. yntse s iirtarsa swiira pwiirane foumo~e pausye 6 /au putkiir:, cai 
mo~ariim~e puwarsii, 

3. siimna I kerentsile I kkercipile 7 1ptiimparre 8 I catile I mikki~one I 
ykii'?'lnii, I kwa-

4. ppa/e I fonkale I kercapiske I k[e]pautile I capifokke I kepautile I 
cit re 

5. lputtamitre I sotqrkiine I mitraiyse I laraciwe I oktale I 
punica'?'lndre I (sankaupte) 9 

6. I kepautile 1 tarmasene I [ku]mpiintiske I kutsawa[n]e putamitre I 
paliike I cinase-

1. ne I mikkinaiyse I nwetakke I 10 
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8. cai kwafiye puwarne siimna I caukile I puluske I malakke I wrau I 
cinatewe I ka-

9. ccinii!f, wrau I kolti lpala'!"tte I s[i]nkiske I kercapiske I ortonii!f, 
sinki-

I 0. ske I pufiyisene I maiuta I apiir~e wrau I larutti I koppesale I 
laressa-

11. le I sankatiise I camil, I - - 11 mpaiyse I pi[s]sure I pernau I 
puttaiyse I si-

12. nklo I nawarii- [I J 12 cape~, I casene I 13 

Textual remarks 

15 

1 As in SIB Toch./11, line 1 (see above), the bare number signs replace the cardinal numeral before the word for the reignal year 
(/quf!'). 

2 Sic! There is a hole upon the alqara Jqu, and it is not excluded that the expected anusviira was lost. 
3 This reading is the most likely. The term pikul ("year") is usually preceded by one of the names of the Twelve-Animals cycle ac

cording to the Chinese popular calendar that had been adopted by the Tocharians since the first centuries A.D. [55]. Those animals are: 
Rat, Ox, Tiger, Hare, Dragon, Snake, Horse, Sheep, Monkey, Cock, Dog, Pig. The Berlin text B 549 provides a bilingual list - Sanskrit
Tocharian B (a 5-7) - studied extensively by Liiders [56]. The form pat does not appear in this list. But Tocharian B, pat (pl. ptanma) is 
known as the noun meaning "stiipa" [57]. But what could "a year of the stiipa" mean? However, the formula of our document is confirmed 
by the mention pat pikul in an inscription from Kyzyl (cave No. 222), which I had the opportunity to consult on the spot after a previous 
publication [58]. 

4 The verb of the sentence is putkiir, 3 pl. active preterite of the verb putk- ("to divide") [59]; accordingly, the name Wrau refers to 
a second subject, which does not agree with the official title ypoy-moko designating an anonymous first person. The name Wrau recurs 
later in the document (see lines 8, 9 and 10), but this fact is of no special significance. Other people used to bear the same name: for in
stance, Kercapiske (lines 4 and 9), Kepautile (lines 4 (twice!) and 6). 

5 The ligatura has been corrected by the scribe, who had previously written simply ntse, without yod. 
6 The word pausye (pl. pausyenta) was already known from several business documents; the alleged meaning is given as 

"contribution, tax" (German "Abgabe, Steuer") [60]. In its occurence in the Berlin text B 33 a 6, ypoye pausye (" ... of the country"), with 
ypoye as derived adjective, is mentioned among several duties of a householder, just after liinte spaktii'!' ("the service of the king"). In our 
manuscript, we find also that the pausye is required and organised by the "elder" (moko), responsible for the country (yapoy, basis of the 
adjectiveypoye). In this context the term is determined by the adjective foumo-~e ("consisting of men"); therefore, the translation by "tax" 
does not fit. The notion seems to refer to some duty to which individuals of the kingdom were bound; it is closer to the medieval practice 
of corvee. The men called for service realise collectively this duty. 

7 The geminate of the first syllable is certain. 
8 The aksara rra does not show here the transversal arc of circle as a supplementary marking of the geminate [61]. 
9 This n~e has been coarsely erased, without being replaced by another name. 

10 This stroke is followed by a blank space, more than 17 cm long, till the right border of the leaf. This blank space marks the end of 
the first list. 

11 Two alqaras, without superior vowel marking, are lost in a hole. 
12 One catches sight of the vertical stroke, so that the next name is complete, and the preceding name is lacking a single alqara. 
13 This stroke is followed by a blank space, more than 13 cm long, till the right border of the leaf. Again, this blank space marks the 

end of a rubrique. 

This document SI P/117 gives basically two lists of 
names, the first from line 3 through line 7 (27 names, one 
being suppressed), the second from line 8 through line 12 

(27 names). The names are clearly separated by one single 
vertical stroke (dai:i<fa). It is sufficient here to give the 
translation of the introductory sentences. 

TRANSLATION 

(1) In the year 21 of the reign of the king Yase, in the year of the Stiipa (?),in the eighth [month], on the 
twenty-one, the country-elder [and] Wrau, along the border (2) of the whole country, have posted separately to 
the four fires the men being in service. These [are] (3) the men for the Mok~arama fire: ... 

(8) These [are] the men at the Kwai'lye fire: ... 
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Commentary 

A Kuchean king named Yase was already known from 
inscriptions of Kyzyl Karha (cave No. 25), which are dated 
by the 22th year of his reign [62]. This name is borrowed 
from Skt. ya.fo, or is abbreviated from a compound name 
having this lexeme as second or first member [63]. 

The key for understanding this document lies in the 
noun meaning "fire", Tocharian B puwar, pl. pwiira. Be
sides the locative pl. pwiira-ne (line 2), one finds the alla
tive sg. puwar-s (end of line 2) and the locative sg. puwar
ne (line 8), both preceded by different adjectives. Those 
"'fires" have no religious significance and do not give any 
evidence for a cult of fire. They designate signal-fires that 
were used in order to send messages from one garrison to 
the other. This primitive telegraphic system is well-known 
from the Chinese sources accounts of the surveillance of the 
frontiers against foreign invaders, but the practice is not ex
clusively Chinese and goes back to very ancient times [64]. 
Its existence in East Turkestan is documented by the nu
merous ruins of watch-towers that have been found [65]. In 
this region, the military and administrative organisation was 
admittedly influenced by the Chinese empire. The system 
used signals of smoke during the day and signals of fire 
during the night. The Chinese termfeng [66], meaning pre
cisely "alarm-fire" and referring to a "watch-tower", desig
nates originally the stacks of wood lit to produce heavy 
smoke for signal purposes in day time. 

One may assume in Tocharian the same metonymy in 
the usage of puwar ("fire"), specialised in meaning "signal
fire", and extended to designate a "watch-tower" on the top 

of which the stake was lit in case of danger. The "four fires" 
(line 2) refer to four places along the frontier of the king
dom. This manuscript records the names of the men that 
have been enrolled to take care of the surveillance at the 
frontier; the service included certainly the gathering of 
wood for the fires, and implied taking turns for watching 
night and day over the border. The text gives the names of 
the men posted at two fires, which are identified by the lo
cality nearby. The lists of the men posted at the two other 
fires were written on a following leaf. It is certainly not by 
chance that the number of men conscripted for each fire is 
the same, to wit 27. Different men can share the same name 
(Kercapiske, Kepautile, Wrau, etc.). The grand total of men 
for the four fires altogether would amount to 108, an auspi
cious number. Besides the peculiar usage of puwar ("fire"), 
we get the meaning of the new noun iirtar (line 2), in the 
perlative case, which apparently can be rendered as 
"frontier, border, limit"; it can be etymologically related to 
Latin iira, Hittite arha- ("edge, rim, limit, boundary, con
fine(s)"). etc. 

We gain also more information about the functions of 
the ypoy-moko ("country-elder"), already discussed above. 
He did not have any religious functions and was responsible 
for all matters related to the peace and security of the terri
tory, and one may assume that those "elders" had power of 
police and justice. Their functions implied the control of 
people that were bound to some service or corvee, like 
guarding the frontiers, and they were entrusted with pun
ishing people who do not perform their duties. 

2. SI B Toch./12 (see fig. 5). Size: 29.0 x 19.6 cm. Tocharian B. Cursive script. Paper. The document is not complete: 
only the upper part of the leaf is left. There are several rips, particularly in the right border, and the last line is almost entirely 
mutilated. The writing is peculiar, and unique in the series SIB Toch./9-13: the geometrical ductus is fine and it seems that 
the scribe used a pen instead of a brush. This scribe has also observed the difference between the alcyaras ta and na. The 
overall style is actually very close to that of SI P/117 (see above), and it is not excluded that both manuscripts had been writ
ten by the same hand. 

TRANSLITERATION 

I. cai iiwai ri~i friiyii, ka/anku • ketsutaiyse • kercapiske • tsakune • 
satyawiirme • citre-

2. rapaske • cinaupte • citrasene • sinkiske • puttaSile • erkaiiciske • 
m_qkkokke • raktatiise ( •) 

3. mikicandre • caukilaiie • erkaiiciske • ca/aiske • tarmatte • ettukiine 
• korakke • catile • 

4. kercapiske • piiiaute • paiiw[ai]~~iir~e 1 korakke • motisiire • .foiyle • 2 

5. cai ostuwii~i sriiyii,. yatiske. yataiie. turkiine. kumpiinte 3 • 

~tukile. sankopte/11 

6. ndre 4 • miki~~one + supriye • tarmatte • mikinare • periiita • a1?1tlu/e + 
swamitre [+]+i 5/// 

7. kiiiiyake • ka/anko • catewe • casene • pqllentakke • sumitre • 

kepautiske • raktat[e]we • 

8. +au-- [l]e- +e +e +e [k]i +i [l]e [•] +i +i [s]e 6 p[u]iia +e +e 7 

+e [m]e [c]a/11 
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Textual remarks 

1 The reading of the vowel of the second syllable remains uncertain; one can consider alternatively to read it with vowel -e, showing 
a very large line. 

2 The dot is followed by a blank space, about 8 cm long, till the right border of the leaf. This blank space marks the end of the first 
list. 

3 One may hesitate between this reading and Kumpatte. 
'End of a compound name with probably -(ca)ndre as second part, hence borrowed from a Sanskrit name ending in candra, as 

Gm:iacandra, Ji\anacandra, etc. (67). The lacuna at the end of the preceding line allows place for the dot and three syllables. The fonn 
Sankopte is a complete name as such, probably borrowed from Skt. Sanghagupta. 

5 One catches sight only of the vocalisation of the a~ara; judging from the space till the border of the leaf, this is the first syllable of 
a trisyllabic name. 

6 A reading [.ik) e can also be considered. Both syllables would fit for the end of a name. The following dot is lost. 
7 One can restore puiia(s)e(n)e as well as puiia(t)e(w)e, the two names being borrowed from Sanskrit Pm:iyasena and Pur:iyadeva re

spectively. The first is already attested [68). 

Like SI P/117, this document consists mainly of lists of 
names. The first list runs from line I through line 8, the sec
ond from line 9 till the end, which is lost. The names are 

separated by a little arc of circle, analogous to the sign 
which is used as dot in literary manuscripts. Here follows 
the translation of the short introductory sentences: 

TRANSLATION 

(I) These [are] the aged men of the New City: ... 

(9) These [are] the aged men of the houses: ... 

Commentary 

The first list contains 27 names, and the second, which 
is incomplete, more than 28. The last line shows no trace of 
an introductory sentence similar to the preceding ones. The 
"aged men" (.fray, nominative pl.) have been listed accord
ing to their location. If "houses" (ostuwa, pl. of ost) is not 
the given name of some place in the country, the derived 
adjective ostuwii-~i (nominative pl.) means perhaps that 
these old people had to stay in their isolated houses, outside 

the built-up area. Why those "aged men" are listed in this 
way? One may assume that they were discharged from some 
duties: for instance, they could not be put on the active list 
of the military service. Or the old men, like the women, at
tested in other documents, were bound to other specific du
ties of peacetime, for example, handicraft or the like. This 
manuscript testifies again to a relatively strict control of the 
society by the administrative power. 

* * * 
An additional interest of the documents studied above 

lies in the high number of names that occur therein. In the 
present context, it is not possible to develop the resulting 
contribution to Tocharian onomastics. One can identify im
mediately numerous compound names borrowed from San
skrit, which are expected in a Buddhist culture. One finds 
also names based on Sanskrit lexemes, probably abstracted 
members from compounds, with Tocharian suffixes. Fi
nally, there are names without any lndic tonality: those 
names are either indigenous, genuine Tocharian names, or 
borrowings from Chinese, Sogdian, Khotanese, and Uighur. 
Such a medley of multifarious names is typical of all pro
fane documents. 

The study of Tocharian onomastics is still in the stage 
of infancy, and the first task is to collect systematically this 
material [69]. The documents under discussion offer such 
a great number of new concrete facts that it is difficult to 
interpret them wholly. They deserve further study by com
paring other Tocharian texts, which must be published in 
their entirety, and by using the evidence of other languages 
and cultures of the same epoch in Central Asia. Judging 
from the data that have been already discussed, one can say 
that the St. Petersburg Kuchean documents are indeed of 
utmost importance for our knowledge of the history and so
ciety of the Tarim basin in pre-Islamic time. 
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FRAGMENTS OF SANSKRIT MANSUCRIPTS ON BIRCH-BARK 
FROM KUCHA 

Among the Central Asian materials in the collection of the 
St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies, 
which were discovered and acquired in East Turkestan in 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, the Sanskrit 
manuscript fragments on birch-bark are of special interest. 
In all likelihood, they were copied in India in the first centu
ries A.D. and found their way to East Turkestan during the 
first stage of Buddhism's expansion in the region. A com
parison of these fragments with the fragments on birch-bark 
and palm leaf from the Turfan collection in Germany shows 
that they are similar both in palaeography and content. 
Palaeography data allow us to date the fragments of both 
collections to the Kushan and post-Kushan period. On the 
basis of contents, the fragments could be divided into 
several groups, among which the most frequently encoun
tered are excerpts from the Buddhist philosophical canon -
the Abhldharma-pi[aka, medical texts, siitras from the 
Siitra-pi[aka, jiitakas and avadiinas - extracts from the 
Siitra-pi[aka and Vinaya-pi[aka. 

In sum, the St. Petersburg collection contains around 
100 fragments of manuscripts on birch-bark which seem to 
belong to no more than 10-12 manuscripts. The majority 
of the fragments were acquired by N. F. Petrovsky, the Rus
sian consul in Kashghar. Several fragments from Kucha 
were brought by M. M. Berezovsky. We know that 
N. F. Petrovsky usually bought manuscripts from the local 
population, and the original place of their discovery remain 
obscure. His shipments frequently consisted of small frag
ments of birch-bark intermingled with fragments of palm 
leaf; the first inventory of the collection marked them as 
manuscripts on palm leaf. For example, call number SI P/43 
is common to 10 fragments of various manuscripts of which 
three are copied on birch-bark and the remainder on palm 
leaf. Of these three fragments, one, with text on both sides, 
belongs to a manuscript of medical content; the two others, 
insignificant in size and with text only on one side, remain 

unidentified. The five fragments under call number SI P/31 
were published by S. F. Oldenburg [l]. They are copied on 
a thick bast layer of birch-bark. A part of scroll SI P/32a -
from the same layer of birch-bark, dimensions 
7.3 x 57.0 cm - was also published by Oldenburg [2]. This 
manuscript contains the Mahiisahasrapramardinl, which 
constitutes one of the texts of the Paficara~ii. 

The current publication includes four fragments held 
under call number SI P/16. In contrast to his usual practice, 
in this particular case N. F. Petrovsky indicated that these 
fragments originated from Kucha. In all, 32 fragments are 
held under this call number. It appears that they belong to 
three separate manuscripts. The folios of these manuscripts 
were originally pasted together from two or three thin layers 
of birch-bark. At present, the bulk of these fragments have 
come apart. Fortunately, we have succeeded in putting to
gether four larger fragments from the smaller pieces. 

Fragment No. 1 was originally two-layered; we were 
able to unite six separate pieces and to restore fully one 
layer. The second layer, the reverse side of the folio, con
tains a number of crumbled places and lacunae. The extant 
layers were so brittle and fragile that it was only with great 
difficulty that we managed to join them. Then the fragment 
was preserved between two plates of glass [3]. Fragment 
No. 2 consists of two parts and only one layer of birch-bark. 
It seems that the third fragment belonged originally to a 
three-layered folio: two layers have survived, but there is no 
text on the reverse side. The fragment is put together from 
two pieces with a minor lacuna between them. A small 
scrap from this fragment has also survived. Finally, the 
fourth fragment consists of a single layer of birch-bark put 
together from two pieces. As a result, we were able to join 
ten of the largest fragments. The remaining 22 tiny frag
ments apparently belong to three manuscripts - two are 
two-layered and one is three-layered. Unfortunately, we 
have not succeeded in putting them together. 

FRAGMENT NO. 1 

The dimensions of this two-layered fragment are 
16.5 x 7 .0 cm. It represents the left half of the folio with an 
aperture for stitching located 10 cm from the left edge. Text 
is found on both sides, eight lines each. This is in all likeli
hood the original number of lines. The recto and verso sides 

(see jigs. I and 2) were determined approximately; a part of 
the birch-bark layer on the reverse side is missing. The 
writing is Indian Brahmi, type II, early Gupta. 

It seems that the text contains a summary of excerpts 
from Sravakayana's Vinaya-pi[aka. This is supported by the 
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Fig. I 

Fig. 2 
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content of the fragment, to the extent that we were able 
to ascertain it despite significant lacunae in the text. 
The text contains several appeals from the Buddha to 
monks - bhikiavo (recto, 3, 5, 8). Setting forth on the 
path of the Teaching, in accordance with the Sravakayana, 
is mentioned: recto (6) - kaScit-puru~af:i pravrajitu kiimas, 
the same - recto (7). Finally, beginning with the word 
Sriiyate ("they say", "it has been heard"), we find 
individual parables evidently uttered by the Buddha 
for the monks on the necessity of offering gifts for 
monks and the community, justifying this practice as a basic 
merit which aids a better reincarnation: see recto (3) -
Saka{am-evarri diinarri ... yacchati; verso (4) - diinarri hetu 
. . . bhiitarri, etc. 

One can distinguish three parables on the recto side: 
lines 1-3 - parable of the merchant who traded in 
jewelry - ratna-vai:ii)a. The city A!avi is mentioned. 
Lines 4--6 contain a parable about hamsaf:i or hamsiif:i. 
Lines 6-8 hold a parable about a man who wished to gain 
pravrajya - "initiation into upiisaka". 

I. ) ... [Sr]uyat[t] [ 

Two parables were probably on the verso side: one (see 
line 1) is about the daughter of the head of the merchants -
Sre~{hi-duhitii. The second evidently begins in the fifth line 
and continues until the end of the fragment. It tells of some
one who offered gifts in the form of flowers and fruits and 
in his rebirth left the "world of people" - manu~ya-loka 
(lines 5 and 6) and was born into the "beautiful world of the 
gods" - alarrikrte devaloke (line 7) . 

TRANSLITERATION 

Recto 

2. X ratna-vai:ii)o bhavi~yati nai~adyajya X X X X dad-a{avl sarripriiptas-te 

vai:iiUaJ [ 

3. [sa]ntiinarri piiritarri Saka{am-evarri diinarri patirca X [ya]cchati tasya bhi~avo 

bodhipa~ika-ratnaif:i sarritiina-piiri[ 

4. sa pi~{am khiiditvii gatas-teniinye samudraka-harrisii ukta gacch[ii]ma-iti 

anyena harriseno X t [ 

5. ratnarri nisthiipayitvii pi~{am khiiditvii gatii evamithii 1 bhi~avo '/pam 

-annarri diinarri pratigrhi:iati prabhiita [ 

6. [a]cirei:ia saf:i adhyiitmikarri vya~ati II Sriiyete 2 kaScit-puru~af:i pravrajitu kiimas 

-tena grha-vibhava-v[ii]stu X [ 

7. s-tam-upasarrikriimyii-iiha-iiciirya pravraji~yiimi-iti bhi~ur-iiha yadi pravrajitu 

kiimo siyad-etad X [ 

8. XX XX X darri p[r]atipak[~]i[ka] te pui:iyeneti yavat-p[r]a~iptarri bhi~[avo 

Verso 

I. X X mii gacchati Sre~{hi-duhitii yiiva [ 

2. sta dvviirii nivartanti miitra biindhavajaniif:i Sma[ 

3. X X X X X X t-nandasya cii ... ha pate kiila-gatasya svve grhe 

praveSo niisti illise syiid X [gk [ 

4. sa dhiirai:iiif:i para/oka-sarrikramai:ie X sya diinarri hetu bhiitarri 

yathii vaktre mai:iifana-vidhif:i kriya [e] n X [ 

5. yathii cii mule ni~iktiiniirri va~ai:iiirri [su]kha supu~pa-phalam

upalabhyate tatheha manu~ya-loke k[ta-karmai:iasyaf:i de [ 

6. [ko]dyiine bhujyata evam-eta manu~ya-/oka g[hiidyat-pre~itarri 

bha[ ]ti X X kodyiine bhujyata iti II ya [ 

7. X karmai:ia alarrikrte devaloke sa svvii ma[]i ... pui:iyo labhane 'rthamakrta X [ 

8. X miilarrim-udyiina-ramai:iye krta pui:iyaSca pa X [ 

1 Instead of evam-yathii ? 
2 Instead of Sruyate ? 
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FRAGMENT NO. 2 

Dimensions: 11.0 x 6.0 cm. It is an ordinary layer of 
birch-bark, broken off on the right and left (see fig. 3); 
it is quite possible that the upper and lower edges are 
missing. Seven incomplete lines of text have survived 
on one side. In accordance with the classification proposed 
by Lore Sander, the writing can be classed as Indian 
Brahm!, type II, early Gupta. 

The text provides explanation of the term sunyatii
samiidhi (in the manuscript - sunyatii-samiidh1). Accord
ing to the Mahiivyutpatti (Nos. 1541-1544), this term is 
part of the matrix sunyatiisamiidhi, apraf'.lihitiisamiidhi, 
iinimittiisamiidhi. An analogous text is kept in the Turfan 
collection in Germany [4]. 

TRANSLITERATION 

I. ] Xm-avakriimati dar$ana-miirge pa1J7cadaJasu citta-k~af'.leiU srota iipa[nna] [ 

2. ] vat-parityaktii. yotltayii fonyata[yii] samanviigat1,1~ pratyutpanneniipi [ 

3. ] [a]vasthiisya sunyalii'!I samiidhi'!I nisrtya niyiimam-avakriimati. 

samudayiibhip[ 

4. ] nyiitotpiidita nirodhitii krtii praf'.lidhila'!I ca sa'!lmukhi bhiita'!I yovii 

pra[tyutpa] [ 

5. ] X nirodhitii vii parityaktii na samanviigata~ kiisyavasthiisya pra1;iihi[ta 

6. ] pati phala'!I priipya purvavadyiivad-akopyalii'!I prati[ 

7. ] X [.l'u]nyatayii samanviigato '///a[ 

FRAGMENT NO. 3 

The dimensions of this three-layered fragment of two 
joined pieces with a small lacuna between them: 
16.5 x 7.0 cm (see fig. 4). The fragment represents the left 
part of the folio and contains 10 lines of text on one side. 
The writing is Indian Brahm!, type II, early Gupta. A scrap 
from the fragment (3.0 x 2.0 cm) has also survived, 
although it could not be joined to the others. 

The fragment contains a text analogous to that of 
fragment No. I. Line 1 evidently contains the end of a 
parable designated by the number 10. Further, a new 
parable begins; its name has not been preserved. A certain 
··daughter" is mentioned (line 5) who pravrddha-

snehii.l'ru.l'o~a - "dried the tears with great tenderness", 
most likely of her elderly parents. Apparently, she also 
offered gifts (dhanam-iidiiyii, line 4) for the sake of rebirth 
in a different world (/okiintara sa'!lkrama".le 'rthasya 
pradiina-mrteniinyonyu, line 5). 

This parable ends on line 10 and a new one begins. Its 
title is Miindhiitii, which is the name of the ruler
cakravartin (cakravartin-riijii) from former times, who was 
considered one of the early reincarnations of the Buddha 
Shakyamuni. His name is repeatedly mentioned in 
the Divyiivadiina and Mulasarviistiviida-vinaya. In the 
Divyiivadiina, avdana No. 17 indicated with his name. 

TRANSLITERATION 

I. ] : 10 : mam [ 

2. X X X X X vyiivadaniigatass 1 samayas-tiiva ... suhrdbhir-vrta~ 

iiprcchanti va biindha[vajanii~] [ 

3. dy[]th[]nu []yu XX ndena kila riijnii cintitama ... denonmukha 

mukha'!I niirl-jana'!I prasthi [ 

4. pi ve.\'e sthiipita viinyadi 2 ka.l'cid-dhanam-iidiiyii ... pya mii[yii]yu~o 

dfpasyeva nii.\'a-[vijana]-sama[ye] dv[ 

5. duhitarii 3 pravrddha-sneh[ii].l'ru.l'o~a XX X [Ji ... /okiintara sa'!lkrama".le 

'rthasya pradiina-mrteniinyonyuhii [ 

6. mukhe pra~ipta1?1 tadidiinl1?1 ma X ... []f[]i XX XX XX XX X 

priiyamav[i]cca [ 

7. nidhir-labdho na hi nirdhana [ 

8. pto na tu nidhir-labdha ityathii [ 

9. bhavi~yati dhiina'!I paratra ne [ 

10. []e X m = miindhiitii X 

1 Two letters s are written in a single a/qara, a third - in the word samaya - is located above the line. 
2 Instead of viinyiidi ? 
3 Instead of duhitii, N. sg. from duhitr.? 
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SCRAP OF FRAGMENT NO. 3 

1. ] X ba mukhair-dinail:z [ 

2. ] ~{ra'!I sa sva na roe [ 

3. ] [Ji vadanasyii~i [ 

4. l xx xx 

FRAGMENT NO. 4 

The dimensions of the fragment are 6.0 x 4.5 cm. 
The fragment is one-layer birch-bark one side of which 
contains nearly seven lines (see jig. 5). The writing is Indian 

BrahmI, type II, early Gupta. This is possibly an excerpt 
from a siitra. In the fragment the term svabhiiva is 
discussed. 

TRAN SUTERA TION 

I. ]XXXX[ 

2. ]m [i]tyuktal:z svabhiivam-iikhyiit[a'!I] [ 

3. ]tam-iti sa tathii krta viinatha 1-v[i].l'[u]d[dh]ii [ 

4. ]i;iasya sa'!lbhavo 'stfti tatas-tena X [ 

5. ]XX XX X mito grhitvii parii [ 

6. ]tava tii na nita mi [ 

7. ]krtvii ta'!I na X []e [ 

Notes 

I. S. F. Ol'denburg, "Otryvki kashgarskikh i sanskritskikh rukopisei iz sobraniia N. F. Petrovskogo" ("The excerpts from the 
Kashghar and Sanskrit manuscripts from the N. F. Petrovsky collection"), Zapiski Vostochnogo Otdeleniia Russkogo Arkheo/ogicheskogo 
Obshchestva, XI (I899), pp. 2I4-5, text 10, table X. 

2. Ibid .. pp. 215-8, text 12, table XIII. 
3. The work belongs to N. M. Brovenko, a conservator at the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies. 
4. See K-939, fol. I (32], mentioned in Sanskrithandschriften aus den Turfanfunden, Teil I, No. 15. 

Illustrations 

Fig. 1. Fragment No. I (recto), 16.5 X 7.0 cm. 
Fig. 2. Fragment No. I (verso). 
Fig. 3. Fragment No. 2, 11.0 x 6.0 cm. 
Fig. 4. Fragment No. 3, 16.5 x 7.0 cm, and a scrap of fragment No. 3, 3.0 x 2.0 cm. 
Fig. 5. Fragment No. 4, 6.0 x 4.5 cm. 

1 Instead of viiniitha ? 



Giovanni Stary 

THE REDISCOVERY OF YONGZHENG'S LETTER OF 1725 
TO POPE BENEDICT XIII* 

During my last visit to the Manuscript Department of the 
St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies in 
summer 1998, due to the courtesy of the keeper of Manchu 
holdings, Dr. Tatyana A. Pang, I could make acquaintance 
of a trilingual document written in Manchu, Chinese, and 
Latin (call number C 31). It is probably the original letter, 
sent by the Emperor Y ongzheng to Pope Benedict XIII, in 

reply to his letter of congratulations on occasion of 
Y ongzheng's accession to the throne. The circumstances 
that surrounded the dispatching of the letter are a well
known chapter in the history of Missionary relations be
tween the West and China. They have been exhaustively 
summarised by Antonio Sisto Rosso already in 1948. We 
read in particular: 

"Benedict XIII, learning from optimistic reports by Pedrini and others of the accession of the Yung-cheng Emperor 
and of his good disposition toward the missionaries, decided to send to China five missionaries: two Carmelites - Got
thard Plaskowitz of St. Mary and Ildefonso of the Nativity- and three Franciscans. He entrusted to Plaskowitz, as head of 
the group, rich gifts and two Breves for the Emperor; in one Breve he congratulated the Sovereign on his accession, and in 
the other requested him to free Appiani and Guignes. Gifts and Breves were to be presented through Fathers Perroni and 
Romei, Propaganda Procurators in Kuang-chou and Pei-ching respectively. 

The five missionaries, who left Roma in mid-October 1724, had to part at Oostende for lack of accommodation on 
board, and thus the Carmelites arrived at Kuang-chou alone on July 24, 1725. There Perroni let the Governor General han
dle this affair through the highest Boards and forward the Carmelites to Pei-ching as Legates on August 18. The legates, 
who reached their destination on October 22, two days later were announced to the Emperor, while both Breves were filed 
with the Board of Rites. Despite subsequent explanation about the true qualifications of the Fathers who came to stay as 
missionaries, the Emperor wanted to receive them as Legates, which he did in admitting them to a Palace audience on No
vember 7, and then promptly dispatching them home. 

On November 13, the Emperor answered the first Breve with a courteous letter; and on November 18 he issued the re
ply to the second granting the release of Appiani and Guignes. Early that morning the papal gifts were delivered to the 
Eunuchs of the Imperial Villa, and at noon, after performing the customary prostrations, the Envoys were admitted to the 
imperial presence. The Sovereign ordered the Envoys seated, while the others knelt down. He said that he appreciated the 
congratulations on his accession and the condolence on his father's demise expressed in the first papal letter, and that, with 
reference to the second letter, he had pardoned Pedrini whom his father had confined solely for his stand on religious mat
ters. Then Fr. Plaskowitz entreated the Emperor to let the missionaries preach in the provinces as before. Taken by sur
prise, the Emperor began a long discourse on religious issues and set forth the reasons for denying the request. 

There was nothing else for the Legates to do but hasten their return. On November 26, they were granted a farewell 
audience, and the next day they received from the Board of Rites the Imperial gifts and replies for the Pope .... " [I]. 

The Chinese documents concerning this event has long 
become available in the English translation by Lo-shu Fu; it 
comprises (i) a memorial of the "Viceroy of Liang-Kwang, 
K 'ung Yil-hsiln'', which announces the Legates' arrival at 
the Court; (ii) a note on the audience granted by the Em
peror and recorded in the Yongzheng Shilu (ch. 25, p. I la); 
(iii) the Emperor's reply to _the Pope's first Breve (Shilu, 
ch. 37, pp. 6b-7a), which is the "courteous letter" men
tioned by Rosso and dated by November 13 (according to 
the registration in the Shilu); (iv) K'ung Yil-hsiln's report of 
the Legates' departure; (v) the Emperor's answer to the 

Pope's second Breve concerning the release of two mission
aries, L. Appiani and A. Guignes (Shilu, ch. 45, pp. 32 b--
33 a) [2]. A copy of this second letter exists also in the Bib
lioteca Apostolica Vaticana, and has been published in fac
simile by Rosso (with an English translation), in addition to 
extant Italian, French and Latin translations [3]. 

The Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana keeps also a copy 
of the Emperor's reply to the first papal Breve (the above
mentioned "courteous letter" of November 13), which is 
identical, as Rosso believes, to that registered in the Shilu, 
with the exception of"a few variants". This Shilu record 

•I am grateful to Dr. Margarita Vorobyova-Desyatovskaya, Supervisor of the Manuscript Department, for making this document ac
cessible for analysis and publication. 
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was translated into English at least three times - by 
E. Backhouse and J. 0. Bland, by Rosso, by Lo-shu Fu, 
and others [ 4]. 

The official letter with the Emperor's answer to the 
Pope's first Breve was delivered to the Legates, as Rosso 
states, a day after their farewell audience which took place 
on November 26. But this is precisely the document un
expectedly discovered in the manuscript collection of the 
St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies. 
It is dated by "Anno Christi 1725 die 25. Novemb.", i.e. 
one day before the farewell audience. The letter is written 

in Manchu, Chinese, and Latin on yellow paper framed 
with black dragons. It measures 200.0 x 57.0 cm and 
bears three red bilingual seals ( 11.0 x 11.0 cm) with the 
~gend - Hese-i tacibure boobai I chi-ming zhi bao 
Jl!.ll:tiJ Z W -printed over the dates. 

On the whole, the two Chinese texts do not differ 
much, except for the introductory formulation and the 
ending where additional gifts are listed in the Imperial 
message solely. 

The Shi/u registration (ch. 3 7, p. 6 b) begins as fol
lows: 

Yu Xiyangjiaohua wang Bonadiduo. Lan zou bingjin gongfangwu 

~rffi¥$~1tJ: 18trl!fuo~ 1:.:E *:M!:itHt1J~Y.J 
"Edict to the King of Religious Culture of the Western Ocean, Bonadiduo (Benedict): 

Looking at the King's message and the local products brought as tributes .... " 

In the Chinese version of the Imperial letter the Pope's 
personal name is substituted by the expression "King of the 
Religion of the State of Italy", while the term "pope" is 
altered, instead of jiaohua wang ("King of Religious 

Culture") common jiao wang ("King of Religion") is em
ployed. In addition, the character for gong ("tribute") is 
eloquently cancelled: 

Feng. Tian cheng yun Huangdi chiyu Yidali guo jiaowang. Lan wang zou bingjinfangwu 

The letter's short sentence "The King of the Religion 
submitted to the Throne a message from far away" (jian
wang yuanxing chen zou ~.3:.jjf.fIDI!~) is changed in 
the Shilu and reads as follows: "The residence of the King 
of Religious Culture is extremely far away; he sent special 
envoys who brought a message to be submitted to the 
Throne" (jiaohua wang dichu Ji yuan. te qian shichen Ji 
zhang chen zou ~J({f:E!i!!~:S!~~ll!tflHaiJY.flitflJI!~). 
Four lines later, the sentence "We will extend our favours" 
(en ,lfE_) is given in the Shilu as "We will extend our affec
tion"(ai ~). The text in the Emperor's message reads that 
the gifts for the Pope are simply "given" (xi ~), while in 

Abkai heseiforgon be aliha. 

the Shilu they are said to have been "bestowed" (ci JJ), 
which indicates a more lofty style. All these small but sig
nificant changes, made by the compilers of the Shilu, clearly 
show how the original documents were "corrected" in ac
cordance with the rules of official Confucian historiography 
to underline the Emperor's higher position as a Universal 
Ruler. 

The hitherto unknown Manchu version literally follows 
the Chinese text. As one of the curiosities we may cite the 
Manchu rendering of Chinese Yidaliya (Italy), which is 
given here as 1-da-ri-ya instead of usual 1-da-li-ya. We pre
sent here the transliteration of the Manchu text of the letter: 

hiiwangdi hese. i da ri ya gurun-i giyoo wang de wasimbuha: wang ni wesimbuhe be I 

tuwaci. baci tucike )aka be jafame. unenggi giinin be tucibuhe be saha: I 
Sengzu gosin hiiwangdi tumen gurun be elbime hafame goroki bade akiinahakiingge akii oft. I 
abka de wesike de. dorgi tulergi hafan irgen amcame giinime a/imbaharakii gosiholoho: bi. I 

amba doro be alifi. hacihiyame I 
nenehe sain be sirame wasimbuki serede. giyoo wang gorokici I 
nenehe hiiwangdi-i isibuha kesi be hukSeme mini beyebe hiituri badarakini seme jalbarime I 

wesimbuhengge. hing seme akiimbuha bime. gisun giinin umesi ginggun: bi tuwaci. dolori I 
saifame giinimbi: elcin gorokici jihede. bi umesi derengge tuwaha: jai dulimbai I 

gurun de tehe si yang ba-i niyalma de. bi eiten )aka be emu ada/i I 
tuwara be mujilen obume. kemuni ginggun olhoba. elhe ekisaka oso seme tacibuha I 

babi: unenggifafun koo/i be gingguleme tuwakiyame. yabun be endebuku akii I 
obume muteci. bi urunakii kesi isibume bilume gosimbi: te takiiraha elcin I 
gurun de amasi bederere be dahame. cohome ere hese wasimbufi. gelijuwangduwan. I 
junggin amba suje ninju. an-ijergi suje dehi fanggaha: wang alime gaifi. I 

mini gosire giinin be sa. ereijalin hese wasimbuha: 
geli unggime sanggaha amba gecuheri duin. juwangduwan duin. cekemu duin. giltasikii I 
juwe. a/ha ninggun. lamun i/hangga suje ninggun. yacin ilhangga suje ninggun. genggiyen ninggun. kamkii I 
ninggun. isu ninggun. /ingsejuwanjakiin.fangsejuwanjakiin. lojuwan. kiyowanse duin. menggun ilan tanggiiyen: I 

Hiiwaliyasun tob-i ilaci aniyajuwan biyai orin emu de. 
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TRANSLATION* 

Edict of the Emperor who received the Fate by Heaven's order, issued to the King of the Religion of the 
State of Italy. 

Looking at the message of [You,] the King, I saw the expression of honest thoughts and accepted the local 
articles. 

When the Benevolent Emperor Sengzu, who, submitting and protecting, reached far places in ten thousand 
countries, ascended the Heaven, all the officials and peoples inside and outside [the Empire], when remember
ing [him], felt intolerable grief. 

When I received the Great Rule and announced that I would strive to follow [my] predecessor's good [ex
ample, You,] the King of the Religion, submitted from far away a message [saying that], grateful for the fa
vours obtained by the prior Emperor, You are praying for my own prosperity. [Your] words and thoughts are 
extremely sincere and very respectful. When I look [at the message], feelings of appreciation arise inside [me]. 

When [Your] envoys came from so far away, I treated them with great honor. 
[For what concerns] the people from the Western Ocean living in the Middle Kingdom: I always taught 

[them] - according to [my] principle to treat all in the same way- to be respectful and careful, peaceful and 
calm; if they observe attentively the right laws and rules and do not commit wrong actions, I will surely bestow 
favours [upon them], and protect and love [them]. 

Since these envoys are returning now to [their] country, I gave [them] this special Edict and - as a gift 
[for You] - sixty pieces of coloured satin with gold threads interwoven, brocade and great satin, as well as 
forty pieces of common silk. In accepting this, o King, take cognisance of my loving thoughts. 

For this reason this Edict was issued. 
Furthermore, the [following] gifts were also sent: four pieces of great brocade, four pieces of coloured 

satin, four pieces of Japanese satin, two pieces of silk brocade, six pieces of satin, six pieces of blue coloured 
silk, six pieces of dark coloured silk, six pieces of bright [silk], six pieces of brown silk, six pieces of black 
satin, eighteen pieces of damask, eighteen pieces of pongee, ten pieces of silk gauze, four pieces of taffeta, 
three hundred ounces of silver. 

The third year Hiiwaliyasun tob, tenth moon, twenty-first day. 

TEXT IN LA TIN 

Mandato Cadi hodiernus 
lmperator 

verba transmittit 
ad Kia6 Varn Regni /ta/ire 
(ad Sum 'um Pontificem) 

Videndo, o Rex, qure ad me retulisti, resque Regni Tui, quas mihi obtulisti, sinceritatem cordis Tui 
cognovi. Pater meus lmperator, cum omnia Regna, etiam remotissima, protectione complexus fuerit, 
inde contigit, ut cum e vivis excessisset, omnes sive Mandarini, sive populi, tum lmperij, tum exterorum, 
desiderio il/ius commoti, profusis lacrymis prosecuti sint. 

Mihi vero thronum subeunti ratum fuit totis viribus bona crepta prosequi, et amplificare. Summus 
Pontifex accepta a Patre meo beneficia mente revolvens, mihi continuam precibus apprecatur fe/icita
tem sud e longinquo episto/d, qure sane apicem attigit, cuius mens, et verba reverentire p/ena sun/; 
hanc corde lreto /audavi. 

Quos e disjunctissimd regione misisti viros honorificentius habui. Quad vero spectat ad Europreos 
hospitantes in Sinis, Ego lmperator universa, quasi unum quid, sinu complectens, docui a/iquando eos 
reverentiam cautelam, et quietam agendi rationem; si possint Leges lmperij reverenter observare, et 
nihil sit in eorum agendi modo reprehensibi/e, Ego lmperator eerie beneficijs comulabo, fovebo, 

amabo. 
Per missos autem viros, ad regnom reverentes, expresse hrec verba transmitto, simulque aura, et 

bombyce intertexta primi ordinis serica sexaginta, secundi vero quadraginta, dona. 0 Rex, hrec accipe, 
meumqe in Te benevolum animun noscito. 

/terum trado serica 
dicta Ta muon tuon 4. 
Chuam tuon 4. 

•The translation proposed here is as literal as possible to convey the spirit of the Chinese court bureaucratic language. 
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Vo tuon 4. 
Pien Kin 2 
Xen tuon 6. 
Lan hoa tuon 6. 
Cim hoa tuon 6. 
Lan su tuon 6. 
Mao tuon 6. 
Ysu6. 
Lim fU 18. 
Famsu 18. 
Lo 10. 
Kiuen4 
Item 300 uncias arenti 

Yum chim An. 0 3° Lunre decimre die 21 
Anno Christi 1725 die 25. Novemb. 

The Latin translation deserves our attention for the 
method and way it renders the Manchu/Chinese text. The 
content of the Latin version generally does not differ sub
stantially from those in Manchu and Chinese, but the diver-

gency in style and formulation is necessarily determined by 
European rules of etiquette. This can be clearly seen from 
the opening formula of the Latin version, which reads: 

By the Mandate of Heaven [being] now 
the Emperor 

sends these words 
to the Kia6 Varn of the Kingdom of Italy 

(to the Supreme Pontiff) 

The Imperial "Edict Issued" (Hese wasimbuhalchiyu 
lj:~liWJ) is translated with the more adequate verba trans
mittit - "sends these words". The translators maintained 
the Chinese/Manchu term for "pope", Kia6 Varn (giyoo 
wang I jiao wang ~X - "King of the Religion"), which 
surely could not be translated literally into Latin, though 
this term is explained in brackets in the following line to 
give the Latin designation for the "Supreme Pontiff'. Al
ready the first sentence of the Imperial message is a good 
example of how the Manchu/Chinese text was paraphrased: 

"Looking, o King, on what You communicated to me, 
and on the things of Your Kingdom which You sent to me, 
I came to know the honesty of Your heart." 

In the next sentence, the Manchu/Chinese designations 
of the late Emperor Kangxi are rendered with "My father 
the Emperor" who, because of his paganism, could not 
"ascend the Heaven" (abka de wesike) [5], but simply 
"abandoned the living" (e vivis excessisset). Furthermore, 
we read that Kangxi's protection reached "all kingdoms, 
even the farthest" (omnia Regna, etiam remotissima), not 
"ten thousand countries". The text reads: 

"When my Father the Emperor, who embraced and 
reached with his protection all kingdoms, even the far
thest, left the living, all mandarins and people in the Em
pire and outside of it were moved with affection for him 
and remembered [him] with profuse tears. 

When I succeeded to the Throne, I confirmed that I 
would continue and increase with all [my] forces [his) 
good actions. The Supreme Pontiff, keeping in mind the 
benefits received from [my] Father, [informed me] in his 
eminent letter coming from far away that he is praying for 
my continuous happiness. [This letter] is full of reverent 

feelings and words; this I have appreciated with joyful 
heart". 

When mentioning the two Fathers, the Jesuit translator, 
who knew their real status of ordinary missionaries, used 
the term viros ("men"), while in both Manchu and Chinese 
texts they are qualified as elcin I shichen 'f1! §, i. e. 
"envoys". The text further reads: 

"With reference to the men You sent from a very dis
tant region, I treated them in a very honourable way. Con
cerning the Europeans hosted in China, I, the Emperor. 
embracing with care everything as a single thing, taught 
them to act with reverent caution and calm mind; if they 
reverently observe the Laws of the Empire, and nothing 
reprehensible is [seen] in their way of acting, I, the Em
peror, will surely bestow favours [on them], protect and 
love [them]. 

Through the men sent [to me], who are returning to 
[Your] kingdom, I expressly send these words, and at the 
same time I present [to You] as a gift sixty [pieces] of silk 
interwoven with gold and silk of first quality, and forty 
[pieces] of second quality. 

0 King, accept these [gifts], and know of my favour
able mind toward You." 

For obvious reasons, the Manchu/Chinese final for
mula - "For this reason this Edict was issued" - remained 
without translation. The date above the seal is given in Latin 
according to the Chinese calendar ("On the third year of 
Yum Chim [Yongzheng], the tenth moon's 21st day"), fol
lowed also by the Christian date ("The year of Christ 1725, 
the 25th day, November"). 

Interesting also, from a linguistic point of view, is the 
list of additional gifts (missing in the Shilu), which are tran
scribed according to their Chinese names: 
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"Furthermore, I handed down [the following pieces of] silk 

called Ta muon tuon (< da mang duan j;:!llJl:,®')- "Great snake [=dragon] satin": 4. 

Chuan tuon ( < zhuang duan *1t ~)-"coloured satin": 4 

Vo tuon ( < wo duan f~mt)- "Japanese satin": 4 

Pien Kin (<pianjin J:hi'i)- "silk brocade": 2 
Xen tuon (<shan duan 00/.®')- "satin": 6 
Lan hoa tuon (<Ian hua duan ji:fE~) - "blue coloured silk": 6 

Cim hoa tuon ( < qing hua duan -i!j :fEmt) - "dark coloured silk": 6 

Lan su tuon (<Ian su duan g*mt)- "light-blue silk" [6]: 6 
Mao tuon ( < mao duan ~ jt) - "hat-silk" [7]: 6 

Y su (<yi su :t{~)-"black satin": 6 
Lim i;u (<ling zi #.tr) - "damask": 18 

Fam su (<fang si t.Jj *-*') - "pongee": 18 
Lo ( < luo ~) - "silk gauze": I 0 
Kiuen ( <juan ~~)-"taffeta": 4 
Also 300 ounces of silver." 

The compilers of the Latin text are unknown, though 
they may have been the Jesuits who, at that time, worked at 
the Court as interpreters and translators - first of all, the 
French Jesuit Dominique Parrenin. His close collaborator, 
Antoine Gaubil, mentioned the envoys and the papal Breve 
in a letter dated October 2 7: 

followes: "Riposta in Biblioteca da Mons.re Stefano Borgia 
Segretario della S. Cong.ne di Propaganda questo di 29. 
Giugno 1774", - i.e."Placed into the Library by Monsi
gnor Stefano Borgia, Secretary of the Holy Congregation 
for the Propaganda [of the Faith], this day, 29 June 1774''. 
The Library mentioned must be that of the "Propaganda" 
and not the Vatican Library, since the famous "Borgia 
Cinese" collection found its way there only in 1902. This 
record seems to give an answer to the remark of Antonio 
S. Rosso, who, analysing the Chinese copy kept in the 
Vatican Library, wrote that "The original, allegedly kept 
in the same [Vatican] Library, is not available now" [9]. 
It appears that this original was never available at the 
Vatican Library. Actually, it was given to the Propaganda 
Fide in 1774, from where for some unknown reason, and on 
an unknown date, it found its way to the Manuscript 
Department of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of 
Oriental Study. 

"Les deux envoyes du Pape sont deux Cannes de
chausses fort jeunes. lls apportent des presents et deux 
brefs. Je n'ay vu que la liste des presents. [ ... ] Les presents 
et les Brefs ne seront pas offerts par les 2 Carmes. Nous 
les offrirons en corps a l'Empereur. .. " [8]. 

From this is clearly seen that these Jesuits were in
volved in the diplomatic exchange. They were the ones to 
submit the letters to the Emperor ("Nous les offrirons"), 
evidently as experts of the Latin language. 

And last but not least, we should mention a curious 
remark in Italian, written above the Latin text. It runs as 

Notes 

I. A. S. Rosso. Apostolic legations to China (s. I., 1948), pp. 216---9, with detailed bibliography and source material quoted in foot
notes 8-12. 

2. See Lo-shu Fu, A Documentary Chronicle of Sino-Western Relations (1644-1820) (Tucson, 1966), i, pp. 142-5. For the Breve, 
see R. Streit, Bibliotheca Missionum (Freiburg i. Br., 1931), vii, No. 3047. 

3. Rosso, op. cit., pp. 399-403. For the Vatican copy, see Takata Tokio, lnventaire sommaire des manuscrits et imprimes chinois de 
la Bibliotheque Vaticane. A Posthumous Work by Paul Pel/iot (Kyoto, 1995), p. 57, "Borgia Cinese 516.17''. - Italian School of East 
Asian Studies, Reference Series, I (ed. Antonino Forte). 

4. E. Backhouse and J. 0. Bland, Annals and Memoirs of the Court of Peking (London, 1914), pp. 307-8; Lo-shu Fu, op. cit., 
pp. 143-4: Rosso, op. cit., pp. 396---7. See also A. H. Rowbotham, Missionary and Mandarin (Berkeley-Los Angeles, 1942), 
pp. 173-4. For the copy kept in the Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, see Takata, op. cit., p. 56, "Borgia Cinese 516.6''. It should be noted 
that some of these translations from Chinese are rather paraphrases than real translations, sometimes misleading with concern to the mis
sionaries' activities in China. For detecting the exact meaning of this letter, cf. the literal translation of the Manchu version. 

5. In the Chinese text, the Emperor's death is as usual expressed with the formula "he ascended [the Heaven] on a dragon-coach" 
(/ongyu shengxia ~ ~ fl- Jm ). 

6. The Manchu text has only genggiyen ("bright"). 
7. Here, the Manchu text has the specific term kamku ("a brown silk used for hats)". 
8. R. Simon, le P. Antoine Gaubil SJ Correspondance de Pfikin I 722-1759 (Geneve, 1970), p. 92. 
9. Rosso, op. cit., p. 396. 

Illustrations 

Fig. 1. Fragment of the Manchu part of the letter. 
Fig. 2. Fragment of the Chinese part of the letter. 
Fig. 3. Fragment of the Latin part of the letter. 



V. L. Uspensky 

A TIBETAN TEXT ON THE RITUAL USE OF HUMAN SKULLS 

The use of human bones and skulls in the practice of 
Tibetan Buddhism is a well-known practice, and it has been 
the subject of both textual and field research. It was also 
noticed that a large portion of infonnation on these excep
tional religious objects was transmitted orally from practi
tioner to practitioner and from craftsman to craftsman. 

A detailed study of the subject based both on Tibetan 
texts and field research is given in A. Loseries-Leick's "The 
Use of Human Skulls in Tibetan Rituals"[!]. This article 
also contains a useful bibliography and illustrations, there
fore, here we shall limit ourselves to only general notes on 
the subject. What is known much less is the iconography 
dealing with the ritual. 

Rosaries of sculls are the common attributes of fierce 
deities. The human and animal skulls rituals are abundantly 
described in the illustrated work entitled "The Secret Vi
sionary Autobiography" which was written by the Fifth 
Dalai Lama Ngag-dbang blo-bzang rgya-mtsho (1617-
1682). A manuscript of this most distinguished esoteric 
work of the Fifth Dalai Lama is held at the St. Petersburg 
Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies [2].The 
illustrations to this work in the manuscript from the 
collection of Lionel Fournier in Paris were exhaustively 
stydied by Samten Gyaltsen Kannay [3]. 

A rather recent case dealing with the human skulls re
ligious ritual is attested with concern to Gombojab Tsy
bikov (1873-1930), a well-known Russian Tibetologist 
and traveller of Burial origin. According to a Mongolian 
custom, after his death his body was not buried but placed 
on the ground in a solitary area. However, an unexpected 
thing had occurred: his head was soon stolen. It was be
cause Tsybikov's skull most likely met the requirements of 
human skulls ritual [4]. 

It should be noted that Russian chronicles contain rec
ords related to the ritual use of human skulls. Thus we know 
from the story about Kievan Prince Svyatoslav (d. 972), one 
of the first rulers of Russia, that after he had been killed in 
the battle by the Pechenegs, a Turkic-speaking tribe on the 
steppe borders of the Russian state, the Pechenegs made of 
his skull a bowl overlaid with gold [5]. Human skulls were 
generally employed by Turkic tribes in ceremonies. Such 
kind of stories are numerous in Russian chronicles and his
tories. According to the infonnation kindly provided by 
Professor Christopher Beckwith, the using of human skulls 
was a widely spread element of ancient and medieval Cen
tral Eurasia culture. The practice is especially noteworthy 
among the nomadic peoples of the steppe region. 

To return to the iconography of the subject, interesting 
illustrations are also contained in one of the Tibetan manu
scripts held in the collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of 
the Institute of Oriental Studies (call number B 16 4 70), 
which draws special attention. It is a Tibetan text containing 
seven folios (44.7 x 8.7 cm) dedicated to the use of human 
skulls. This small composite manuscript must have been 
copied by a Burial lama in Eastern Siberia, as it is written 
on paper of Russian manufacturing and has a remark in 
Mongolian. The anonymous lama was most probably a 
composer of this book. Its Tibetan title is Ka pa la mchod 
tshul bzhugs so ("A Method of Skull-Offering"). The book 
consists of three parts: 

I. The text proper (fols. l--4a: 2) called Thad pa rin 
po che 'i dngos grub 'byung ba 'i mchod pa ("Offering of 
the Precious Skull [Creating] the Source of Attaining 
Prosperity") (fol. I b ). This text is written in the style char
acteristic of a canonical Buddhist work, with a Sanskrit title 
at the beginning. It is ascribed to "Niigarjuna, the master of 
skull-offering" (thod-mchod slob-dpon Klu-sgrub). The text 
represents a version of the work translated by W.W. Rock
hill [6]. It comprises instructions and mantras for perfonn
ing the ritual of skull-offering to obtain long life and pros
perity. No such work is found in the Tibetan Buddhist 
Canon. In the bsTan- 'gyur (Beijing Edition, No. 2590), 
there exists a small anonymous work the title of which -
Thad pa mchod pa 'i cho gal KapiUa-pujii-vidhi - seems to 
be very close to that of our text However, the contents of 
both the writings are entirely different. 

2. Instruction for the perfonnance of the same ritual as 
transmitted by Tibetan teachers (fols. 4a: 2-5a: 3). This 
text is provided with a small colophon which runs that it 
was written by a certain dge-slong 'Jam-dpal who could not 
find a complete book on the subject and compiled his work 
on the basis of several new books. 

3. Pictures of different kinds of human skulls with some 
explanatory notes (fols. 5b--7b). Eight skulls are marked 
with a swastika <figs. I I, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18). A note 
in Mongolian also says that these are the "eight good skulls" 
(naiman sayin gabala). On fol. 7b there are thirteen small 
pictures of different signs present on human skulls as well 
as an explanatory text to jig. I I. 

The pictures of skulls are the most interesting part of 
this small work, since they give an idea of the approach to
wards the examining of human sculls by practitioners of the 
religious ritual. These pictures are reproduced here with the 
original Tibetan explanatory notes. 
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Fig. 1. One-sectioned skull; [the one 
who possesses it] will rule the earth [7]. 

Fig. 3. Three-sectioned skull ; [the one 
who possesses it] will obtain wealth. 

Fig. 5. Five-sectioned skull; the posterity 
[of the one who possesses it] will spread. 

Fig. 2. Two-sectioned skull; [the one 
who possesses it] will become a local ruler. 

Fig. 4. Four-sectioned skull; [the one who 
possesses it] will be powerful in Religion . 

Fig. 6. One-sectioned "vajra skull" . 
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Fig. 7. Two-sectioned "jewel skull''. Fig. 8. Three-sectioned "lotus skull". 

Fig. 9. Four-sectioned "sword skull". Fig. 10. Five-sectioned "wheel [of the Law] skull". 

Fig. 11. Outline of the "nine places" of every skull (8). 

These nine are (from top to bottom and left to right): I. enemy place (dgra sa); 2. cemetery (dur sa); 
3. wife's place (chung ma 'i sa); 4. alms-giver's place (yon bdag sa); 5. death place ( 'das pa 'i sa); 
6. disciple's place (slob ma 'i sa); 7. teacher's place (bla ma 'i sa); 8. deity's place (Iha sa); 9. one's own 
place (rang sa). Short explanations about the auspicious signs, which can appear on these nine places, are 
given on f. 7b (they are also drawn on fig. 11 ). E.g., it is good if on the enemy place there is a grave-pit; if 
on the wife's place there is a picture of the "Eight bringers of good fortune" (bkra shis rdzas brgyad); if on 
the alms-giver's place there is a protuberance resembling any of the four continents (gling bzhi), etc. 

37 
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Fig. 12. [Skull with the image of] the wish
ful filling cow (kamadhenu). 

Fig. 14. [Skull with the image of] the jewel. 

Fig. 16. [Skull with the image of] the wish
fulfillingjewel (cintamani). 

Fig. 13. [Skull with the image of] the vajra. 

Fig. 15. [Skull with the image of] the lotus. 

Fig. 17. [Skull with the image of] the 
radiant Sun. 
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Fig. 18. [Skull with the image of] melted 
butter spring [9]. 

Fig. 20. Jewel skull. 

Fig. 22. Sword skull. 

Fig. 19. Vajra skull. 

Fig. 21. Lotus skull. 

Fig. 23. [Skull with the image of] the wish
fulfilling cow (kamadhenu). 

39 
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Notes 

I. See A. Loseries-Leick, "The use of human skulls in Tibetan rituals", in Tibetan Studies: Proceedings of the 5th Seminar of the In
ternational Association/or Tibetan Studies. Nari/a 1989 (Narita, 1992), i, pp. 159-73. 

2. For the description of the manuscript and the work, see V. Uspensky, 'The illustrated manuscript of the Fifth Dalai Lama's "Secret 
Visionary Autobiography" preserved in the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies", Manuscripta Orientalia, II/I 
( 1196 ), pp. 54--{i5. See also the St. Petersburg manuscript on CD-ROM: The Secret Visionary Autobiography of the Fifth Da/ai Lama. 
Publication with Introduction by Vladimir Uspensky. St. Petersburg: Thesa Publishing Co., 1996. 

3. See Samten Gyaltsen Karmay, Secret Visions of the Fifth Dalai Lama: The Gold Manuscript in the Fournier Collection (London, 
1988). 

4. Sergei Markov, Obmanutye skital'tsy (Deceived Strangers) (Moscow, 1991 ), p. 35. 
5. Polnoe sobranie russkikh letopisel (All Russian Chronicles) (Moscow-Leningrad, 1959), xxvi, p. 20. 
6. W.W. Rockhill, "On the use of skulls in Lamaist ceremonies", Proceedings of the American Oriental Society (1888), pp. XXIV-

XXXI; the translation of the corresponding passage of the text is found on pp. XXIX-XXXI. 
7. For the powers bestowed by different kinds of skulls, cf. Rockhill, op. cit., p. XXVIII. 
8. For a more detailed variant of this skull division, see Loseries-Leick, op. cit., p. 164. 
9. This translation is tentative; I was unable to identify the word ha-pa-ga-da. 



TEXT AND ITS CULTURAL 
INTERPRETATION 

E.A. Rezvan 

THE QUR' AN AND ITS WORLD: 

VIIl/1. CONTRA LEGEM SARACENORUM: THE QUR' AN 
IN WESTERN EUROPE 

The Qur'an is a text which occupies the central place in 
a religious-philosophical system which has for fourteen 
centuries played an important role in human history. From 
the moment of its appearance, it was, in essence, interpreted 
and studied primarily in the context of competing political
ideological and confessional interests and in conditions of 
a centuries-long confrontation between the Christian world 
and the world oflslam. 

The ideological necessity of study of the Qur'an was 
a constant condition both in the choice of approaches to the 
sacred book of Islam and in its interpretation. Up through 
the present, the religious affiliation of the author of this or 
that study has influenced in the most direct fashion his 

evaluation of the Qur'an as a historical-cultural document. 
Past centuries have seen mankind endure a multitude of 
ideological shifts and cultural revolutions, mass political 
and religious movements have followed one after the other, 
philosophical conceptions and schools have become popu
lar only to be forgotten, cultural orientations and priorities 
have changed. In one fashion or another, all of this found its 
expression in shifting approaches to the Qur'an. To a great 
extent, the basic stages in the history of the study of the 
Qur'an in Europe, the evolution of methodologies for 
studying and understanding this text, have been reflected in 
the history of its publication and translation. 

* * * 
By the second half of the seventh and eighth centuries, 

Islam had already started to become an inalienable part of 
the histories of Western Europe - Spain, the Mediterra
nean islands - as well as the Balkans and Eastern Europe 
(Khazaria, the Bulgharian kingdom, part of the lands of the 
Golden Horde, the Northern Black Sea, the Crimea, the 
Northern Caucasus). Available facts allow one to speak of 
the practically simultaneous emergence of two traditions of 
Qur'anic study - inter- and extra-Islamic. The success of 
the Arab conquests, effected beneath the banner of Islam, 
forced Christian authors to turn to the sacred book of the 
Muslims, which was seen as the main source for informa
tion about Islam as a whole. Christian polemicists at the 
time of the conquests included in their works what informa
tion they possessed about the Qur'an, as well as translations 
of genuine citations or expositions of fabricated cita
tions [I]. John of Damascus (d. 750), who lived in Syria and 
until his acceptance of vows served the Ummayyad Caliphs, 
left the first polemic work against Islam to have reached us. 
As a result of the moderate policies pursued by the Um
mayyads in relation to the "people of the Book" and his be
lief in the profound superiority of Christianity to the relig
ion of the barbarian-conquerors, the polemic written by 
John of Damascus does not yet display a strident political
religious orientation. Considering Islam a heresy, he dis
puted the theoretical "delusions" of Muslims [2], who in 

turn proclaimed the Christian Bible "altered and deprived" 
after the revelation of the Qur'an. At the same time, repre
sentatives of conquered peoples who had been converted to 
Islam introduced their own scholarly traditions into the 
study and interpretation of the Qur'an. The research of John 
Wansbrough has convincingly demonstrated once again the 
frequently decisive influence of the Judeo-Christian tradi
tion on the emergence of Muslim exegesis, although his 
conclusion that the Qur'an and early-Muslim slra-maghiizl 
literature represent two versions of a Judeo-Christian po
lemic, adapted to the Arabic language and l:lijaz environ
ment [3], cannot of course be accepted [4]. 

Modern research has shown that a Greek translation of 
the Qur'an existed in Byzantium in the tenth century; the 
earliest date for its probable appearance is the beginning of 
the ninth century. An analysis of extant Qur'anic citations in 
the works of Byzantine polemicists allows one to assume 
that the translator of the Qur'an into Greek was, in all like
lihood, a bilingual individual of Arab descent from the 
Latin areas of the Empire [5]. Later, anti-Muslim treatises 
by Syrian polemicists, for example, the Jacobite bishop 
Dionysius bar ~alibi (d. 1171), included genuine or imag
ined fragments of the Qur'an in Syriac translation [6]. 

Also, the significant number of extant manuscripts of 
Jewish-Arab theological works, fragments of Qur'anic 
manuscripts in Hebrew writing, and Jewish polemical works 
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pennit us to speak of a broad familiarity with the Qur'an 
and its study among Jews [7]. 

The first attempts to translate and study the Qur'an in 
Western Europe belong to a period when Europeans had 
mustered enough strength to oppose the Islamic world, 
which had previously evoked in them fear, envy, or even 
fascination. The sharp rise in the number of translations of 
works written in Arabic, which followed the capture of 
Toledo in 1085 by Christians, reflected a growing interest 
on the part of Europeans in the achievements of Arab
Muslim culture. People appeared who were capable of car
rying out translations in accordance with the demands of the 
era. Robert the Englishman (Robert of Ketton, or Robertus 
Ketenensis}, archdeacon of Pamplona, and Hennann of 
Carinthia undertook in Spain the translation of Arab works 
on astrology and meteorology. Europe was girding for the 
second crusade, and around 1142, at the behest of Peter the 
Venerable (1092-1156), abbot of the Monastery ofCluny, 
they completed the first translation of the Qur'an into Latin 
with the aid of a certain "Saracen Mohammed". The group 
of translators brought together by Peter the Venerable, 
which also included Peter of Toledo and Peter from 
Poitiers, also translated for him an entire series of works. 
These were a selection of fJadiths, Muslim legends about 
the Prophet, Masii 'ii 'Abdalliih b. Salam - the dispute 
between the Prophet and a Jew - and two polemical trea
tises. Basing himself in the main on these translations and 
writing in the style of ecc/esia militans, Peter the Venerable 
drew up a summary and refutation of Muslim dogma which, 
together with the writings of Pedro de Alfonso (d. 1140), 
represents the first European work on Islam. Together, they 
played an enonnous role in the fonnation of European 
views of Islam [8]. 

It was no accident that the first Latin translation of the 
Qur'an appeared at the Monastery ofCluny. At that time, it 
was one of the most important centres of Christian ideologi
cal opposition to the world of Islam. The practically war
time conditions in which the monastery existed are well 
illustrated by the seizure in 972 of the head of the monas
tery by Muslims in an Alpine pass. It was only 62 years 
later that the victory of Christian forces in North Africa al
lowed the monastery to recoup the ransom it had paid to the 
Muslims. During the following century, the monks of Cluny 
made great strides in unifying Christian forces against Is
lam. To abbot Peter the Venerable belong, however, the 
following words: "I attack you not as is frequently done, 
with the aid of anns, but with the aid of words, resorting not 
to force, but to reason, not to hatred, but to love" [9]. 

The second Latin translation of the Qur'an was com
pleted in 1209-1210 by Mark of Toledo on order for 
Archbishop Don Rodrigo Jimenes de Rada (ca. 1170/80-
124 7). The archbishop's request pursued then-current politi
cal and missionary goals. In addition to the Qur'an, the 
work by Mark of Toledo contained translations of a series 
of writings by Ibn Tiimart (d. ca. 1128), Almohad "Mahdf'. 
Unlike Robert the Englishman and his assistants, who, in 
accordance with their understanding of the translator's task, 
strove to correct a text they deemed "barbarous", rendering 
114 siiras as 124, Mark of Toledo tried to translate literally. 
In difficult instances, he was inclined to leave the transla
tion unclear rather than add his own interpretation. In his 
translation, Mark also retained the titles of the siiras, which 
were omitted by Robert the Englishman. In an extensive in
troduction, which Mark of Toledo prefaced to his work, he 

does not once mention his predecessors' translation, al
though he must have known of its existence. This is, per
haps, an indication of his dissatisfaction with the work of 
Robert the Englishman and Hennann of Carinthia. Really, 
of this translation of the Qur'an Robert's later compatriot 
Humphrey Prideux (I 648-1700) wrote as of "an absurd 
Epitome of it, ... whereby the Sense of the Original is so ill 
represented, that no one can by one scarce anywhere under
stand what is truly meant by the other" [10]. Be that as it 
may, Mark of Toledo knew well of what he wrote. He cites 
the Qur'an and fJadiths with ease, and includes the views of 
Muslim authorities as well. Mark's translation, which sur
passed the work of his predecessors, remained, however, 
unpublished. For many years it did not receive proper rec
ognition from theologians and historians [ 11]. On the 
whole, those early Latin translations were, in essence, retel
lings and reworkings of the text primarily intended to prove 
the inadequacy of Muslim claims to the possession of a Sa
cred text. Furthennore, Christian "refutations" were fre
quently based, intentionally or not, on an erroneous under
standing of the text. 

Like Christian authors, who actively employed the 
"devil's law'', or "textbook of violence" in their anti-Muslim 
polemics, Muslim authors cited the sacred books of the 
Christians in polemical fashion as well. As a matter of fact, 
Muslim authors' familiarity with Biblical texts was greater 
than their opponents' knowledge of the Qur'an. The sacred 
books of the Christians and Jews were viewed within Islam 
as revealed by God but distorted by people. However, 
they provided one of the sources for the interpretation 
of the Qur'an. Through centuries Muslim authorities relied 
in their works on the labours of converts to Islam 
from Christianity and Judaism who had brought to Muslim 
theology a profound knowledge of the sacred texts they had 
once professed. The key difference was that if social 
consciousness in Christian Europe rejected Islam wholly, 
for Muslims, Judaism and Christianity were merely way
stations on mankind's path to the truth proclaimed in the 
Qur'an [12]. 

The fall ofConstantinopole in 1453, though sharply in
creased the "Turkish threat", coincided with the triumph of 
Renaissance thought remarkable for its interest in the great 
culture created by Europe's Muslim neighbours. Nicolaus 
Cusanus (1401-1464) even recommended reading and 
studying the Qur'an "in order to reveal the evangelical 
truths hidden in it" [13]. His Franciscan friend, Juan de Se
govia (1400-1458), a pacifist, who was chosen as anti
pope in 1440, decried the distorted image of Islam stemmed 
largely from Robert the Englishman's translation of the 
Qur'an. In 1455, in the monastery of Ayton in Savoyen, he 
undertook with the aid of a certain/aqi'h 'Isa b. Jabir an at
tempt to translate the Qur'an into Latin and Castilian [14]. 
He also set himself the task of finding in the Qur'an those 
sections which could be adopted by Christians. It was 
for the first time that the idea of Christian-Muslim dialogue 
was put forward. 

The interest in Eastern wisdom and the Kabbala, which 
was characteristic of Italian humanists, primarily of the fol
lowers of the philosopher Giovanni Pico della Mirandola 
(1463-1494) whose famous "nine-hundred theses" were 
condemned by the papal curia, gave birth to another Latin 
translation of the Qur'an. It was ordered in Spain, in 1518, 
from a certain Johannes Gabriel Terrolensis by Cardinal 
Edigio da Viterbo, an admirer of Pico della Mirandola's 
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ideas. It is believed that a number of corrections to this 
translation belong to the famed Leo Africanus. Only one 
manuscript of this translation has survived; it is held in 
Milan and has not yet been published [ 15]. 

While these translations remained practically unknown, 
the work of Robert the Englishman and Hermann of Carin
thia won more fame. The further history of their translation 
was bound up with the Refonnation in Europe in the fif
teenth-seventeenth centuries. It was used by numerous 
Christian philosophers, theologians and polemicists for 
over 600 years [16], though such outstanding European 
Orientalists as J. J. Scaliger (I 540-1609), Th. Erpenius 
(1584-1624), and A. Reland (1676-1718) called atten
tion to the translation's imperfection. 

The fifteenth-seventeenth centuries witnessed also the 
bloody wars between the Christendom and the Ottoman 
Empire which by the first half of the sixteenth century had 
succeeded in expanding its possessions in Europe to their 
maximum extent. The siege of Vienna was a shock to the 
Europeans, almost as profound as was the fall of Constanti
nople in 1453. The image of the Saracen was replaced by 
the image of the Turk (see fig. /)whose religious fanaticism 
seemed even more menacing. 

In the period of Catholic counter-refonnation which 
was gaining ever greater hold of Italy, the first European 
edition of the Arabic text of the Qur'an (Venice, 1530), car
ried out by Paganini Brixiensis [ 17], was destroyed almost 
as soon as it appeared. This act was only one in a series of 
similar incidents which culminated in 1557 when the "Index 
of forbidden books" was sent out by the papal curia. The 
"Index" included the most significant works of Renaissance 
writers. Earlier fear of the growth and spread of heresies 
also led to repeated bans (four in the thirteenth century 
alone) on the reading of the Vulgate. The fears of the Holy 
See are more easily understood, if one recalls the "cult" of 
Mu~ammad among the Templars, the above-mentioned in
terest of Renaissance thinkers in the cultural achievements 
of the Islamic world, and the heretical Unitarian movement, 
which rejected the Trinity. 

During this period, the initiative in polemics with Islam, 
as well as the study of Muslim faith, passed to Protestant 
theologians and publicists. Theodore Buchman (Bibliander) 
(1504-1564) published almost the entire Corpus Toleta
num (or Collectio Toletana), including the translation of the 
Qur'an,. an entire series of anti-Islamic polemical treatises 
(among them the Cribatio Alcorani by Nicolaus Cusanus -
1401-1464), and historical and geographical works on 
Turkey. This unusual encyclopaedia on Islam and Ottoman 
Turkey appeared in 1543 in Basel, which was penneated by 
an atmosphere of religious and cultural tolerance [18]. The 
publication was made possible, however, only after the per
sonal intervention of Martin Luther [19]. The appendices in 
the work included an epistle of Pope Pius II (1405-1464) 
to the Ottoman Sultan Mehmet II (r. 1451-1481), which 
invited the latter to adopt Christianity, as well as an appeal 
from Luther and Philipp Melanchton (1497-1560). 

Despite the indubitably polemical pathos of Bib
liander's edition, he himself noted Islam's role in the great 
mission of spreading monotheism among the pagans. He 
was also the author of a work, remained in manuscript 
though, in which he appeals to all Christians, Jews, and 
Muslims with a greeting and wishes of peace and prosperity 
"in the name of God, our Lord" [20]. Such views were quite 
widespread in the period. The distinction between Islam and 

monotheistic religions was regarded as not so significant 
and insunnountable. The irreconcilable Luther, for example, 
considered Islam as a fonn of Judaism, while Erasmus 
(1469-1536) and Guillome Postel (1510-1581) viewed 
Muslims half Christian. 

Although Bibliander did not know Arabic well enough 
to correct the Toledo translation, he went about his work 
with great attention to detail. The editor had at his disposal 
several manuscripts of the Qur'an, including that with noted 
al-qirii 'iit in the margins (it has survived in the University 
library at Basel) [21 ]. He also added some annotations to 
the translation he published. 

It seems striking that the first print editions of the Ara
bic text and translation of the Qur'an in Europe appeared, in 
order, only 14 and 27 years after the first print edition of the 
Greek text of the New Testament. It was produced by 
Erasmus, also in Basel, in 1516. 

A tradition of Muslim translations of the Qur'an existed 
in Europe as well. Manuscript fragments of a translation of 
the Qur'anic text into Muslim-Spanish (alhamiado) have 
survived, which dates to the sixteenth century [22]. One can 
mention also Byelorussian-Polish translations, executed in 
Arabic script and carried out in the Tatar community in the 
fifteenth-seventeenth centuries, of which I am planing to 
relate in my next publication. It is possible that similar 
translations existed in Sicily, too. 

Only four years after the appearance of the Basel edi
tion, an anonymous Italian version was produced in Venice. 
According to the title, the translation was made "directly 
from the Arabic"; in fact, it reproduced the Bibliander's 
edition. The renowned humanist and publisher Andrea 
Arrivabene carried out the publication. In 1554, however, 
the Venetian inquisition forbade the reading of the Qur'an. 
Two other versions of the book appeared only in the first 
half of the seventeenth century, one Gennan (translated 
from the Italian by S. Schweigger; 1551-1622), and one 
Dutch, without naming the author [23]. The Dutch anony
mous translation was reissued twice, in 1659 and 1664, 
when, despite the Turks' defeat at St. Gotthard, fears of Ot
toman expansion were greatly increased. The apocalyptic 
mood, occasioned by the approach of the "diabolical" year 
1666, was then general in Europe. New editions of both the 
Latin original and the translations continued to appear. 

The theme of Islam became even more actual in Europe 
during internal conflicts between Catholicism and the Ref
onnation. Each side strove to prove its "orthodoxy", and 
accusations of "resemblance to Islam" sounded frequently 
in the mutual polemics against "Turko-Papism" or "Cal
vino-Turkism". On 15 April 1521, Sorbonna condemned 
Luther's 95 theses, calling them "more depraved" than the 
Qur'an. In the eyes of Protestants, Mu~arnmad and the Pope 
were "two heads of the Antichrist" [24]. A by-product of 
this atmosphere of mutual intolerance was an increase in 
anti-Islamic propaganda (see fig. !). 

The next step in the study and translation of the Qur'an 
was taken in the seventeen century Catholic France, by that 
time tolerant toward the Huguenots [25]. This country, then 
home to P. Gassendi (1592-1655), the foe of medieval 
scholasticism, and R. Descartes (1596-1650), the founder 
of rationalism, was where the public thrilled to al-Sid, hero 
of the wars with the Moors in the tragedy of P. Corneille 
(1606-1684). In 1647, a French translation of the Qur'an 
carried out by diplomat and Orientalist Andre du Ryer 
(? 1580-? 1669) was published in Paris. Although already 
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at the moment of its appearance this translation did not fully 
satisfy accepted scholarly requirements (certain rearrange
ments, abridgements, and liberties were made by the trans
lator, tied to the Bibliander's text) [26), the French version 
of the Qur'iin evoked great interest. In a short time, du 
Ryer's work went through at least five editions in Paris and 
Amsterdam and was also later translated in England (1688), 
Holland (1698), somewhat later in Germany, and, finally, in 
Russia (1716). The Vatican's response under Pope Alexan
der VII ( 1599-1667) was to decree by a council of Roman 
censors a ban on the publication and translation of the 
Qur'an [27). However, after the Arabic text of the book was 
published in 1694 by the Protestant theologian and Orien
talist Abraham Hinckelmann [28), the Vatican finally real
ised the uselessness of a ban which granted the Protestants 
the upper hand in anti-Islamic propaganda. 

In Padua in 1698, Ludovico Marracci (1612-1700), 
confessor of Pope Innocent XI (1611-1689), published a 
Latin translation and Arabic text of the Qur' iin based on the 
collation of several manuscripts. The Arabic text was arbi
trarily divided into small fragments and followed by 
a translation equipped with commentaries and excerpts from 
Arabic tafslrs both in the original and Latin translation, and 
then by a refutation [29). The quality of this translation was 
incomparably higher than those, which had come to light 
before, but the form of the edition prevented it from gaining 
widespread popularity. The appearance of such a fine 
translation in Italy was no accident, as Italy had long en
joyed the most highly developed commercial and cultural 
contacts with the Muslim East. Italy, with her rich libraries, 
boasted a superb scholarly tradition encumbered only by 
ideological prohibitions. However, with the appearance of 
the Marracci edition, it seemed that the Holy See had re
gained its position of leadership in the study and refutation 
of Islam. But Christian Reineccius (1668-1752), a German 
Protestant, recovered the initiative for Protestant scholars 
by releasing a convenient edition which included only the 
text of the Marracci translation and an aptly composed in
troduction [30). Marracci's work ushered in an entire series 
of new translations of the Qur'an into European languages. 

The Enlightenment's vivid interest in Eastern exotica, 
the great success of Antoine Galland (1646-1715), who 
was the first translator of"lOOl Nights" (1704), Napoleon's 
Egyptian campaign, as well as harsh attacks on religious 
intolerance, contributed greatly to a new growth of interest 
in Muslim culture. It is in that period of the flourishing of 
French culture that Voltaire wrote his well known tragedy 
"Mahomet, ou fanatisme'', in which he depicted Rome 
through Mecca. Despite this fact, the play received the 
blessing of Pope Benedict XIV ( 1675-1758), and later 
earned an admiring response from Napoleon, who nonethe
less rebuked the author for "prostituting the great character 
of Mahomet in base intrigues" [31). Then Goethe created 
the "West-bstlichen Divans" and, influenced by the "Vie de 
Mahomet" of J. Gagnier (1732), conceived a drama in 
which the founder of Islam is portrayed as a pantheistic 
philosopher [32). 

In England, which had played such a key role in the 
Enlightenment, it was G. Sale(? 1697-1736), a first nota
ble English Arabist, who made an English translation of the 
Qur'an [33) annotated from the Muslim commentators, in 
particular by al-Bay<;!awi, al-Suyii!i, al-Zamakhshari and 
from other authors [34). The tafslr of"al-Jalalayn" was also 
employed by him. This translation and the "Preliminary 

Discourse", which prefaced it, for many years set the stan
dard for the study and understanding of the Qur'an in 
Europe. The work was translated into German (1746), 
French (1770) and Russian (1792). In the "Preliminary Dis
course", J. Sale tried on the basis of materials available to 
him at the time to describe the phenomenon of Islam, which 
arose in pagan Arabia, a location which experienced signifi
cant religious influences from without. It was with the aid 
of J. Sale's works that Voltaire familiarised himself with 
the Qur'an. 

An evident weakening of the Ottoman State in the 
eighteenth century resulted in a gradual retreat from the 
identification of Islam with the Ottoman Empire. Polemical 
elements in the works of European authors began to give 
way to a more scholarly approach to Islam. The expression 
of interest in Islam was now safe, a development which was 
reflected in unusual fashion in the appearance of works 
which criticised certain phenomena in the European relig
ious and philosophical sphere from "the point of view of 
a Turk" or "in the words of a Persian" (for example, 
Ch. Montesquieu's (1689-1755) "Lettres persanes", pub
lished in 1721 ). At the same time, apologetic works directed 
against official Catholicism were published in Europe. Is
lam was viewed as the most rational of religions and the 
faith, which best corresponded to the deism espoused by the 
ideologists of the Enlightenment. In publicistic works of 
a different sort, critics of Islam often continued to aim their 
barbs at Catholicism. Secular translations of the Qur'an 
which appeared at that time were already based on a desire 
not to refute, but to understand Islam, which no longer put 
fear into the hearts of Europeans. 

A translation of the Qur'an "in a romantic vein" was 
completed in 1783 by C. E. Savary (1750-1788) [35). 
Representatives of romanticism, eager to free themselves 
from the "encyclopaedia" spirit, turned to antiquity, Biblical 
history, the crusades, and the East. In keeping with this ten
dency, F. R. Chateaubriand (1768-1848) created his 
"L'itineraire de Paris a Jerusalem" (1811), where delight at 
the achievements of the Muslim Middle Ages went hand in 
hand with a sharply negative attitude toward the Muslim 
world. A sense of the self-sufficiency of European culture 
grew stronger and stronger. Politically, this was linked to 
the ideology of the French Restoration. The emergence of 
a colonialist ideology was paralleled in Oriental studies, 
which displayed an ever-greater tendency toward Eurocen
trism [36). The French translation of the Qur'an produced 
by A. B. Kasimirski (1808-1887) appeared at a time when 
France's expansion into Algeria required more accurate in
formation about Islam. This translation became one of the 
outstanding achievements of French Arab studies (37). 
E. M. Wherry's popular four-volume commentary on the 
Qur'an (London, 1882-1886) [38], connected with the In
dian Qur'anic tradition, stood in the context of the British 
colonial interests. To this tradition belong also the Russian 
translations ofD. N. Boguslavsky and G. S. Sablukov. 

Thanks to Sylvestre de Sacy (1758-1838), author of 
the well-known "Grammaire arabe" and "Chrestomathie 
arabe", the centre of Arabic and Islamic studies in Europe at 
the beginning of the nineteenth century became the Ecole 
des langues orientales in Paris, which drew nearly all out
standing nineteenth-century scholars of Islam there for 
study. But the methodological views of Qur'anic research
ers at the time were formed largely under the influence of 
the famed Protestant school of Biblical studies which arose 
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in Gennany. They now applied to the text of the Qur'iin 
methods which had previously been acceptable only for Old 
and New Testament. This achievement, however important 
it might be, had another side: the Qur'an came to be seen as 
a chose en soi, in isolation from the society and cultural mi
lieu in which it had arisen. But the nascent tendency toward 
an understanding of the unity of cultural processes had been 
shown as well, which led to another extreme - the abso
lutisation of mutual influences. Thus, under the influence of 
ideas of cultural comparitivism, the Old Testament, and 
then the Qur'an, were pronounced "the result of all
encompassing imitation and borrowings from surrounding 
cultures and literatures" [39]. Works in the vein of cultural 
comparitivism - by A. Geiger, K. Gerock, G. Weil, 
T. Noldeke, H. Hirshfeld, J. Barth, J. Horovitz and his stu
dents - appeared in the era of the critical study of the 
Qur'an, with this approach long being predominant in 
Qur'anic studies [40]. This did not excluded negative pre
conceptions toward the sacred book of Islam demonstrated 
by European researchers under the influence of their relig
ious and philosophical convictions. 

The emergence in Gennany in the second half of the 
eighteenth century of classical philology with its particular 
tasks and methods influenced greatly all branches of philol
ogy. In conjunction with the successes of Gennan Biblical 
studies, it led to the pre-eminence ofGennan scholars in the 
study of the Qur'an, a trend established in the nineteenth 
century. First, Gustav FIUgel published a new, correlated 
text of the Qur'an (1834) and then a concordance to it 
( 1842); they retained their value until the mid-twentieth 
century. A number of publications were edited by G. Red
slob (1837, 1855, 1867), who continued the work of 
FIUgel [41). Naturally, Gennany did not stand aside the 
main political trends of the epoch and actively pursued her 
colonial policies. The "Islamic card" was one of the most 
important elements of this policy abundantly borrowing the 
achievements of the practical and the academic sides of 
Oriental studies [42]. As it often happened in history, most 
pragmatic needs of politics led to the promotion of these 
studies in the country. The Qur'anic studies were no excep
tion. Gennany gave birth to a generation of scholars whose 
contribution to the study of the Qur'an is difficult to over
estimate. 

In 1927, G. Bergstresser and A. Jeffery together devel
oped a plan for a critical edition of the Qur'an, since the 
FIUgel edition of the Qur'iinic text had revealed the complex 
character of the textological problems in this area. The text 
published by Fltigel did not contain an apparatus criticus 
and the scholar did not follow any single Muslim tradition 
of textual transmission. The principles he employed in pre
paring his publication have remained unclear up to the pres
ent day. 

The plan for a critical edition developed by G. Berg
stresser and A. Jefferey in 1927 included (i) excerpting 
from various sources Qur'anic variants; (ii) finding and 
publishing manuscripts of basic works by Muslim authors 
on the problems of Qur'iinic readings (al-qirii 'iii), and 
(iii) creating a photo archive of the oldest copies of the 
Qur'an and their study. The scholars intended to base their 
text on that of J:laf~ (which also served as the basis for the 
Egyptian edition), but to take into account the characteris
tics of saj · in publishing it. They also planned to number the 
iiyiit in accordance with both the Muslim tradition and 
FIUgel. The text was to contain pausal signs and, in the 

margins, references to "parallel passages". The apparatus 
criticus was to have been located at the bottom of the page 
and consist of references to hundreds of variants of the text 
with a three-tiered chronological indication of their source: 
earlier than the tradition of the "seven readings'', belonging 
to that tradition, or later. They also hoped to indicate the 
school (or schools) to which "readings" belonged. 

The scholars planned also to release in a separate vol
ume an "Introduction" which would replace the "Geschichte 
des Qorans" by T. Noldeke, F. Schwally, G. Bergstresser, 
and 0. Pretzl. A third volume would have contained an ex
tensive commentary on the apparatus criticus. Certainly, the 
authors understood the impossibility of taking into account 
all existing variants, but they planned to work in the main 
sources on the issue. A fourth volume would have provided 
a dictionary to the Qur'an. Although an enonnous amount 
of preparatory work was done, for a variety of reasons 
the authors were unable to bring their project to comple
tion [43). 

The problem of a critical edition was further compli
cated by the crisis in the methodology of Islamic studies 
sparked by the hypercritical approach to the Muslim tradi
tion evinced in works by a number of scholars, pre-eminent 
among them I. Goldziher. This approach, occasioned 
mainly by the growing influence of positivism on the meth
odology of the social sciences, came as a reaction to the 
works of R. Dozy and his students, which relied on an un
critical interpretation of the infonnation provided by the 
Muslim tradition [44). I. Goldziher and his followers con
vincingly demonstrated that the greater body of the Muslim 
tradition arose in an era separated from the age of the 
Prophet by quite a number of years. They proved the ten
dentiousness of the Muslim tradition, a tradition linked with 
religious and political struggles within the Caliphate, and 
the indubitable influence of those tendencies on Islamic 
exegesis [ 45). This cast doubt both on the authority of 
the tafsirs as an appropriate interpretation of the Qur'an 
and on the Muslim tradition regarding the history of the 
text's fonnation. Sylvestre de Sacy, G. Weil, and H. Hirsch
feld questioned the authenticity of certain ayiit, while 
Paul Casanova expressed doubt in the veracity of the 
text as a whole [46]. The necessity of conducting research 
on the Qur'an in a spirit independent from the Islamic 
tradition became generally recognised. This was the ap
proach which provided the basis for the work of Richard 
Bell (1876-1952), who laboured against a backdrop of 
the triumphant ideas of Gennan Biblical studies, primarily 
the "Tendenzkritik" of J. Wellhausen and the fonn-critical 
method. 

R. Bell's "The Emergence of Islam in its Christian En
vironment" served for him as the stimulus for the renewed 
study of the structure and chronology of the Qur'iinic 
text [ 4 7]. Bell was the first to look at the composition of the 
Qur'an in connection with Muhammad's actual activities in 
the propagation of Islam. In Bell's view, each silra repre
sented a combination of short revelations put together either 
by Mu~ammad himself or later, during the Qur'an's bring
ing together. This approach allowed Bell to reinterpret the 
task of establishing the chronology not of individual silras, 
but of their fragments. He summarised the results of his re
search in a two-volume translation of the text equipped 
"with a critical review of the arrangement of silras" [48]. 
Although in the long run many of his conclusions were not 
con finned, and the approach itself evoked sharp criticism in 
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the Muslim world, from today's vantage point Bell's contri
bution to Qur'iinic studies seems enormous [49]. 

Translations of the Qur'iin which predate Bell in the 
main went back to the Muslim tradition and consequently 
reproduced the understanding of the Qur'iin characteristic 
of the age and socio-cultural environment of this or that 
Muslim exegete or group of authors. R. Bell and I. Krach
kovsky (1883-1951), R. Blachere (1900-1973), and 
R. Paret (1904-1983), working in different locations, ar
rived almost simultaneously at a translation methodology 
based on their original scholarly deductions. 

The publication of the "Cairo edition" of the Qur'iin, 
which became for all intents and purposes canonical, and 
the simultaneous appearance in Turkey of a Turkish trans
lation of the Qur'iin without parallel Arabic text signified 
the victory of a new tendency within the Islamic world, 
which, by the 1930s, had earned the whole approval of al
Azhar. Translations of the Qur'iin into European languages 
executed in Muslim countries began to appear. Two such 
translations into English (by M. Pickthall and Yiisuf 'Ali) 
gained great popularity [50]. 

Qur'iinic studies and translations of the Qur'iin after the 
Second World War were to an ever greater degree con
nected with two basic trends. These were striving to explain 
the Qur'iin by means of the Qur'iin itself and a recognition 
of the importance of analysing the Qur'iinic text with refer
ence to linguistic material, both pre-Islamic and contempo
rary, to the Qur'iinic text. The most significant achieve
ments in this area were ofR. Blachere and R. Paret [51], to 
each of whom his own translation of the Qur'iin belonged. 
R. Paret's translation, based on a comparative study of word 
usage within the Qur'iin, is considered today as one of the 
most reliable translations. He synthesised the results of his 
text analysis in "Der Koran: Kommentar und Konkor
danz" [52]. As for R. Blachere, his translation is based on 
his study of pre-Islamic Arabian poetry and abundantly em
ploys it to clarify "obscure passages". Finally, one should 
mentioned no less popular translation of the Qur'iin into 
European language, namely, the English translation by 
A. Arberry [53]. An index to it made by H. Kassis, and 
a brief commentary was written by W. Montgomery 
Watt [54], who also occupies a prominent place among 
modem specialists in Islamic studies. To him belong the 
most authoritative work on Muhammad, a two-volume 
monograph [55], and a number or"works on the history of 
Islam and Qur'iinic studies. 

The emergence in nations within the traditional sphere 
of Islam of an independent national and historical-cultural 
consciousness, a process which accompanied their libera
tion from colonial dependence, and the increasingly promi
nent role of Islam in political and ideological struggle, led 
to an explosive rise in the number of Muslim publications 
on Qur'iinic studies both in Eastern and European lan
guages. Their authors dealt with themes traditionally treated 
by Muslim scholarship and responded to the most important 
works of European scholars [56]. The majority of works 
which analyse various Qur'iinic stories were (and are) cre
ated with the aim of providing a basis for contemporary 
Muslim socio-economic and political theories by develop
ing what is called Qur'iinic philosophy. Christian-Muslim 
dialogue, especially after the Second Vatican Council 
(1962-1965), led to the appearance of many works by 
both European and Muslim authors which are, in the main, 
dedicated to a comparative analysis of Biblical and 

Qur'iinic legends and the question of how they arose and 
were established [57]. 

Of interest in this connection is the joint translation of 
the Qur'iin undertaken by the Christian 0. Pestle and the 
Muslim A. Tijiini [58] with the aim of improving relations 
between the European community and the Muslim popula
tion of North Africa. The translation has been republished 
several times and remains popular. In new political circum
stances, the Muslim tradition of Qur'iinic study, which 
never really broke off in Europe, is now undergoing a new 
phase of its development. The most interesting representa
tive of a new generation of Muslim scholars is Mu~ammad 
Arkoun, whose works stand on equal footing with the ac
complishments of Western hermeneutics, taking into ac
count both the virtues and flaws of European Qur'iinic 
studies [59]. Viewing the Qur'iin in the context of contem
porary historical-cultural and political-ideological prob
lems, Mu~ammad Arkoun attempts to develop new methods 
of understanding it, juxtaposing the approaches of European 
scholars with the methods of traditional exegesis [60]. 

In a paper delivered at the International Congress for 
the Study of the Qur'iin dedicated to the beginning of the 
fifteenth century of the Hijra (Canberra, 1980), William 
Graham followed W. M. Watt [61] in noting a new ten
dency in Qur'iinic studies, which will, in his view, continue 
to gain strength. Citing Boris Pasternak's observation that 
only in talentless books are people divided into two camps 
in such a way that they remain unconnected and that in real 
life everything is interconnected, Graham remarked that an 
ever greater number of scholars, both in the Western and 
Muslim scholarly traditions, are attempting to overcome the 
limitations of"Muslim authoritarian traditionalism" and the 
"rationalism of the Western Enlightenment". Graham pro
poses designating the new approach to the Qur'iin by the 
term "humane scholarship". It is based first on the scholar's 
conscious submission of his conclusions to well-founded 
criticism from a scholarly community not only unfettered by 
the limitations of any single cultural or religious tradition, 
but also enriched by an understanding of their fundamental 
diversity. Second, it implies the clear recognition of the 
limited nature of any single approach and the tasks that 
scholars set for themselves. Finally, while this approach is 
founded on an analysis of phenomena, which in principle 
are rationally comprehensible, its adherents avoid a one
sided view of the nature of being and its ultimate compre
hensibility. In the words of W. Graham, medieval Muslim 
thinkers sometimes understood this better than many con
temporary scholars both in the East and the West. He cites 
the 'aqlda of al-Qushayri: "The manuscript [of the Qur'iin] 
was created in all of its component parts. It is entirely un
necessary for it to be eternal merely because it contains the 
recorded words of God, just as a mosque is created and 
should not be considered eternal only because in it one 
serves God" [62]. 

The years, which followed W. Graham's remarks at the 
conference, have been marked by a dramatic rise in the in
fluence of fundamentalism in the Muslim world and a sharp 
reaction in the West to these events. While this has inevita
bly led to an increasing number of publications written in 
the spirit of narrowly tendentious approaches, work along 
the lines suggested by W. Graham continues as well. Thus, 
the attempts to explain the Qur'iin with reference to the 
Qur'iin itself, which is typical, for example, of the work of 
R. Paret, have parallels in the' medieval Muslim tradition. 
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Today they are viewed as the basic means of interpreting 
the Qur'an (a/-Qur 'iin yufassiru ba 'duhu ba 'dan) by one of 
the most interesting contemporary mufassirs, 'A'isha 'Abd 
al-RaI:unan bint al-Shii!i' [63]. She is the widow of Amin al
KhiilI (d. 1967) and has continued his work after his death. 
The latter employed a method he termed the "literary ap
proach to the interpretation of the Qur'an" (a/-minhaj a/
adabf li-1-tafslr). The appearance in the West of a series of 
works on the Qur'an and Islamic ritual is also indissolubly 
bound up with these tendencies [64]. In sum, the undeniably 
innovative works of J. Wansbrough noted above, which 
evoked much serious discussion, are also dedicated to 
problems of Christian-Muslim interaction. Unfortunately, 
the fate of Salman Rushdie, the forced emigration from 
Egypt of the scholar Na~r Abii Zayd occasioned by his pub
lication of research on the Qur'anic text [65], and the 
threats A. Rippin has received from a Muslim fanatic, tes
tify to the development of opposite tendencies in the 
Muslim world. 

Recent years have seen an increased understanding of 
the fact that even the most accurate and appropriate transla
tion of the Qur'an possible today carried out with the deep
est possible penetration into the structure of the work's con
ceptual apparatus would offer readers and scholars only one 
of many possible "Qur'ans". The Qur'an occupied and con
tinues to occupy such a key position in the religious and so
cio-political life of the Arab-Muslim world that its inter
pretation in various historical periods and in various socio
cultural settings is of significant independent interest. Thus, 
translations based on the Muslim tradition which also bear 
traces of the translator's individual character and the culture 
to which he belongs deserve to be made independent ob
jects of study. 

At present, the Qur'iin has been translated into the ma
jority of European and Asian languages and into certain Af
rican languages. This is linked not only to development 
within Qur'iinic studies, but also to the growth of Islamic 
proselytising. The two currents of the Muslim AI:unadiyya 
movement have played an especially important role in 
this. Approximately 250 full and partial translations, many 
of which are available on the Internet, have already been 
published [66]. Muslim countries have been on the forefront 
of issuing electronic editions of the Qur'iinic text and indi
ces to it. The "Cairo edition" put together by Muslim 
authorities is today universally accepted as the textus 
receptus [67]. 

Contemporary Western Qur'iinic studies, which live "in 
the light of James Joyce and deconstruction", display 
a striving characteristic of post-modem reading sensibilities 
"to privilege the reader's experience and to pose a whole 
new set of questions and to speak of things such as poetics, 
rhetoric and ideology of the Qur'iin and to situate the text 
within the mythic context of the Near Eastern religious mi
lieu" [68]. Past decades have witnessed increased attention 
to the discussion of methodological problems [69]. Re
course to new approaches is the only way to achieve new 
results in the analysis of a limited reservoir of basic infor
mation. A. Rippin is now at work on an introduction to the 
scholarly study of the Qur'iin which aims to provide a focal 
point for future research on the scripture in the same way 
that T. Noldeke's famous "Geschichte des Qorans" did 
when it was first published in 1860. The "Qur'iinic Ency
clopaedia" [70] currently being prepared by leading spe
cialists in Qur'anic studies should provide a fine summation 
of the study of the Qur'iin in the twentieth century. 
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PRESENTING THE COLLECTIONS 

I. V. Kulganek 

MONGOLIAN FOLKLORE MATERIALS 
IN THE ORIENTALISTS ARCHIVE AT THE ST. PETERSBURG BRANCH 

OF THE INSTITUTE OF ORIENTAL STUDIES 

Various historical circumstances underlie the fact that an 
enormous number of Mongolian-language materials have 
entered the Orientalists archive housed in the St. Petersburg 
Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies. A great deal of 
them represents Mongolian folklore materials which were 
collected by several generations of Russian scholars and 
travellers. The expedition of D.-G. Messerschmidt (1685-
1735) to Western Siberia, Dauria and Mongolia in 1720-
1727, two expeditions ofG. F. Miller (1705-1783) to the 
east of the Lake Baykal in 1735 and 1741, the travels of P.
S. Pallas (1741-1811) to Orenburg region and Siberia in 
the 1768-1774 yielded valuable acquisitions to the Rus
sian Academy of Sciences. Another lot of Mongolian folk
lore materials entered the Academy under Chr. D. Fraehn 
( 1782-1851 ), who was the first director of the Asiatic Mu
seum (at present, St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of 
Oriental Studies). Under C. G. Zalemann (1849-1916), 
also head of the Asiatic Museum, these materials were sup
plemented by new precious acquisitions among which were 
rich folklore collections acquired from the Russian Com
mittee for the Investigation of Central and Eastern Asia. At 
the beginning of the twentieth century, vast collections were 
gathered by the renowned Burial scholars, Ts. Zhamtsarano, 
B. Baradiyn, and N. Ochirov. A series of archives was also 
formed from materials donated by relatives, colleagues, and 
friends of these scholars. All these acquisitions significantly 
enriched Mongolian studies in Russia. 

At present, the Orientalists archive at the St. Petersburg 
Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies holds 
151 personal archives, 29 subject archives, and rich, though 
not yet sorted, photo archive. The current arrangement of 
the archives materials emerged as a result of numerous re
organisations, the most significant of which took place after 
the Orientalists archive had been joined together with the 
manuscript collection in 1933. Later, the Orientalists ar
chive was reconstituted as an independent unit (1937). 
Mongolian folklore materials of the Orientalists archive 
were utilised in several articles and monographs by both 
Russian and foreign scholars, such as S. F. Oldenburg, 
N. P. Zhuravlev, S. A. Kozin, L. I. Chuguyevsky, 
T. P. Goreglyad, I. I. Iorish, V. Ts. Naidakov, I. D. Buraev, 
I. V. Kulganek. All these publications were made in Rus-

sian, therefore, the materials for the most part remain un
known to scholars abroad. 

The riches of the archive are determined both by an 
amount of the texts collected and by their great variety. A 
significant quantity of the folklore material is preserved 
being divided into three categories, or pa3p11ob1 (henceforth 
abbreviated asp.), subdivided into inventories, or onucaHW! 
(henceforth abbreviated as on.). Those are "Mongolia and 
Tibet" (11 items) - p. I, on. 3; "Buriats and Kalmyks" 
(7 items) - p. II, on. I; "Materials of individual persons" 
(3 items) - p. 111, on. 3, I. This arrangement of the materi
als appeared in 193 7, when a group of five qualified spe
cialists was invited to put the archive in order. 
L.B. Modzalevsky, the main keeper of the Manuscript de
partment at the Pushkin House (the Institute of Russian Lit
erature) and a well-known archivist of the time, headed the 
group then. It was at that period that inventories of the ma
terials as well as a book of acquisitions appeared, and ar
chival funds files containing information on the history of 
the archives and collections were compiled in that time, too. 

The following materials are of especial interest for 
scholars engaged in Mongolian studies: (i) "Diary of a trip 
in Northern Mongolia in 1895 by N. N. Shnitnikov", which 
contains a detailed description of Mongolia, its nature, cli
mate and geological relief, with several folk songs being in
cluded; these were copied down by the author (No. 6/629, 
quires I, 2, 3 ); (ii) "Diary of a trip to Urga by 
L. E. Zhapov" (No. 7/375); (iii) "Materials by 
Ts. D. Nominkhanov", which contains folklore notes on the 
language of the Derbets of North-Western Mongolia 
(No. 39); (iv) songs and stories whose recording is attrib
uted to N. F. Pestovsky (No. 356); (v) "Materials gathered 
for the study of the history and Mongolian language of 
Zadaga" (No. 47); (vi) folklore texts in "Materials of 
Mr. Gorin" (No. 14/374); (vii) written recordings of the uli
gers made by A. K. Bogdanov (No. 41); (viii) numerous 
translations from Mongolian poetry, made by Mr. Igumnov, 
an official in Irkutsk (No. 27); (ix) an article by 
T. A. Burdukova on the art of Kalmyk story-tellers 
(No. 53). 

Also of interest is the major part of materials "Burials 
and Kalmyks" (p. II, on. I) which contain 392 items. These 
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consist of administrative correspondence from the end of 
the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries, 
when a local reform of land-tenure regulations was con
ducted in Buriatia - applications, sentences, reports, peti
tions, copies of documentary materials of the steppe dumas 
(councils), personal archives of the tayishas and clan elders. 
Among these are also folklore recordings and materials on 
folklore. Of primary importance are: (i) "Materials on the 
folk literature of the Astrakhan Derbets by N. Ochirov", 
which include more than 200 riddles, sayings and over 
50 songs in Kalmyk (No. 344); (ii) materials ofB. Tsyrenov 
(No. 550); (iii) "Materials of G. Khamgashalov, 
G. Bertagaev and other post-graduate students of the Insti
tute of Oriental Studies" (No. 358); (iv) "Materials of 
F. V. Muromsky" (No. 346); (v) "Materials of 
I. Z. Khamaganov" (No. 353); (vi) a work entitled "On the 
Buriats and Tungus in the frontier cossack corps" by Major 
K. S. Beznosik, appointed for special assignments to the 
General Provincial Eastern Siberian Staff; the work contains 
examples ofBuriat poetry as well (No. 32); (vii) "Report on 
a summer commission to the Kalmyk nomadic encamp
ments of the Astrakhan Province in 1909 by a student 
A. Borzinkevich" (No. 341). Among those folklore record
ings the earliest one is found in "Grammatical and lexical 
materials on the Kalmyk language, Kalmyk texts of Protes
tant missionaries .. . in Sarept, brought to Petersburg by 
Gorbakh, son ofa Sarept pharmacist, at the beginning of the 
twentieth century". 

Personal archives are no less rich than those mentioned 
above. The greatest quantity of folklore recordings is con
centrated in the following personal archives (henceforth ab
breviated as </J.): A. M. Pozdneev (</J. 44); Ts. Zhamstarano 
(</J. 62); B. B. Baradiyn (</J. 87); B. I. Pankratov (</J. 145); 
V. A. Kazakevich (</J. 63); V. D. Yakimov (</J. 83), and 
K. F. Golstunsky (</J. 60). Sometimes, the personal archives 
include materials belonging to other individuals. For exam
ple, in B. I. Pankratov's archive we find a number of 
N. N. Poppe's works on folklore (</J. 145, on. 3, Nos. 42, 43, 
45) and B. B. Bambaev's diaries (</J. 145, on. 3, No. 84). 
A. M. Pozdneev's archive include materials belonging to 
A. D. Rudnev (</J. 44, on. I, No. 9). Finally, in Ts. 
Zhamtsarano's archive one can find materials of S. Dylykov 
(</J. 62, on. I, Nos. 79, 81) and D. Tsedenov (</J. 62, on. I, 
No. 127). 

In sum, the Orientalists archive at the St. Petersburg In
stitute of Oriental Studies numbers 151 items dealing with 
folklore materials. These represent 3,000 works, constitut
ing a most valuable source for the study of Mongolian 
folklore. Many of them are unique, being recordings in 
various dialects of Mongolian, Buriat, and Kalmyk. 

Following the classification of types and genre varieties 
accepted in modem folklore studies, and basing also on 
elaborated methods of genre distinction in Mongolian folk-
lore by B. Ia. Vladimirtsov, G.D. Sanzheev, 
Ts. Damdinsuren, G. I. Mikhailov, S. Yu. Nekliudov, 
K. N. Yatskovskaya, Kh. Sampildendev, P. Khorloo, 
M. I. Tulokhonov, S. S. Bardakhanova, and Sh. Gaadamba, 
we can class the folklore materials in the Orientalists ar
chive at the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Orien
tal Studies as followes: (i) large poetic genres - the heroic 
epic, uligers; (ii) short poetic genres - praise, good wishes, 
exhortation, speeches, songs; (iii) prose genres - legends, 
myths, traditions, stories, jokes, parables, tales; (iv) apho
ristic genres - proverbs, sayings, riddles; (v) shamanistic 

poetry - incantations, appeals, prayers, invocations, 
curses. 

All this clearly shows an enormous richness of folklore 
materials in the archive. The diversity of the recordings, 
made by a large number of people at various times and for 
various purposes, constitutes their main feature. They date 
mostly from the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 
marked by special interest in dialects and folk literature in 
the scholarly circles of Russia. These texts were recorded in 
academic phonetic transcription accepted at that period. 
This transcription took into account palatalization, the du
ration of sounds, and accent in every concrete pronuncia
tion. This was the transcription employed by 
Ts. Zhamtsarano, B. Baradiyn, and A. D. Rudnev. Earlier 
materials, which are preserved in the personal archives of 
K. F. Golstunsky and A. M. Pozdneev, have come down to 
us being recorded in old Mongolian. Unfortunately, some of 
the travellers did not know Mongolian, so they copied down 
Mongolian words rather approximately, using Russian let
ters. 

Apart from the folklore recordings, which were made 
during expeditions, the Orientalists archive also contains 
collections composed on the basis of genre. Some of them, 
for example, contain only proverbs and riddles (</J. 44, 
on. I, No. 86), or songs and good wishes solely (</J. 44, 
on. I, No. 95). Certain collectors arranged their material by 
dialect, as did, for example, N. Ochirov, who included in a 
separate notebook riddles and songs in Kalmyk (p. II, on. I, 
No. 333). 

There are also materials representing for the most part 
uligers collected by Ts. Zhamtsarano and B. Baradiyn dur
ing their ethno-linguistic expeditions to Buriatia and Mon
golia, which were organised at the beginning of the twenti
eth century on behalf of the Russian Committee for the 
Study of Central and Eastern Asia. These materials were the 
first Buriat folklore recordings, which presented entire 
works rather than retelling them. Much of what was col
lected by Zhamtsarano and Baradiyn was published later. In 
collaboration with A. D. Rudnev, Zhamtsarano published 
in five issues three volumes of examples of the Mongol 
tribes folklore. Later, the Buriat Institute of Social Sciences 
repeatedly borrowed Zhamtsarano's materials in the Orien
talists archive. But a number of uligers, such as Yondon 
khan, recorded by Zhamtsarano in 1909 from Terentyev in 
the Kudinsk department, Bukha noion baavai, recorded by 
Baradiyn among the Agin Burial from Namsrain Aiurzana, 
which contains 2,230 lines (</J. 87, on. I, No. 20), Unshin 
khara khubuun (</J. 87, on. 2, No. 20), and Baian khuurai 
khan, recorded by S. P. Baldaev (p. II, on. I, No. 359) still 
await publication. The value of these recordings seems even 
greater if one takes into account the academic transcription 
employed in the majority of them. It provides a high degree 
of accuracy in the reconstruction of dialectical pronuncia
tion and renders them among the most valuable linguistic 
sources for the study of numerous Mongolian dialects. 

The materials embracing pieces of "small poetic gen
res" contain an enormous number of works (I,088) both rit
ual (praise, odes, extolling, good wishes, toasts, exhortation, 
admonition) and non-ritual (epic, historical, philosophical, 
and satirical songs which vary in manner, purpose, times, 
place of performance; 945 songs in all). 

The "prose genre" includes traditions, legends, myths, 
tales, stories, and fables. Among them are etiological leg
ends, such as "On the Origin of Wine" (</J. 29, on. I, 
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No. 2S), demonological stories, such as "Devil" (</J. 87, 
on. I, No. IS and p. II, on. I, No. 342), anthropogenic, such 
as the "Legend of Maidari, Who Stole a Flower from Shi
gemuni" (</J. 44, on. I, No. 228), hunting tales (</J. 62, on. I, 
No. IS), fables (</J. 62, on. I, Nos. IS and 18). There are 
also fairy tales of Bigermijid khan which go back to a San
skrit literary source and were extremely popular for several 
centuries in Mongolia, Buriatia and Kalmykia (</J. 62, on. I, 
No. 12), genealogical traditions, such as "On the Origin of 
the Ekhirit and Bulgat clans" (</J. 62, on. I, No. 40(6)), sev
eral tales about Balan Senge, a wandering monk who fooled 
the rich, unlucky travellers, and greedy proprietor (</J. 62, 
on. I, Nos. 40(4), and on. I, No. 2). 

The "aphoristic genres" category contains proverbs, 
sayings, and riddles which exist either interspersed with 
larger forms, such as u/igers and epic songs, or as separate 
collections, such as "On Mores" (</J. 44, on. I, No. 88), "On 
Women" (</J. 44, on. I, No. 3), "Recordings of 
Kh. Nominkhanov" (p. I, on. 3, No. 39a). Most of the ex
amples of this genre were recorded by A. M. Pozdneev -
86 sayings (</J. 44, on. I, No. 86) and 97 proverbs (</J. 44, 
on. I, No. 344); and N. Ochirov - I IS Kalmyk proverbs 
(p. II, on. I, No. 344 ). 

Most of the materials embracing shamanistic poetry 
deal with Buriat shamanism. It includes texts delivered 
during all types of shamanistic rituals: (i) duhaa/ga (Mong. 
satsa/, the ritual of sprinkling) (p. II, on. I, No. 343); (ii) 
khaia/ga (a more complex ritual, which in addition to sprin
kling includes preparatory cleansing by fire and the fra
grances of sacrificial food, the hanging of ribbons) (</J. 44, 
on. I, No. 30), (iii) sakhi/ (the next procedure in the ritual, 
during which incantations are read over an animal and its 
skin with head and tail, the skin being fixed on a pole; the 
ritual is only performed with the help of a shaman) (</J. 44, 
on. I, No. 37 and p. II, on. I, No. 3S3). These recordings 
are particularly valuable, since almost all of them are sup-

plied with commentaries to the text. Such is, for example, 
the text of an invocation recorded by Khamaganov, which 
contains a vast commentary (p. II, on. I, No. 3S3). Under 
call number ¢. 28, on. I, No. 2SS, one can find not only the 
text of the prayer pronounced by the shaman at a wedding 
evening, but also a description of the entire courtship ritual 
with the participation of the shaman. In citing funeral serv
ices, A. D. Komakov describes the burial of the Tanjinlama 
in which the shaman played his important role (p. I, on. 3, 
No. 26). Finally, texts of Kalmyk shamans recorded by Ula
nov are accompanied by the account of their customs when 
making sacrifices. 

However, the richest material on shamanistic poetry 
was no doubt collected by Ts. Zhamtsarano. His recordings 
are 28 texts supplemented by commentaries which explain 
the texts and describe rituals, such as the "ritual of invoking 
a soul", "entreating for children", "sprinkles'', "on the 12 
Fridays'', "on the great and small tailgans" (</J. 62, on. I, 
Nos. IS, 18, 40 (quires 1-S)). Of these precious texts only 
few have been published. 

Unfortunately, there is no description of these ex
tremely valuable materials. The author of the present article 
has compiled a "Catalogue of Mongolian Folklore Materials 
in the Orientalists Archive at the St. Petersburg Branch of 
the Institute of Oriental Studies", which includes descriptive 
articles written in accordance with the accepted rules of 
processing archive documents. Appended to the Catalogue 
is a list of archives, a concordance of items and numbers of 
description, a terminological dictionary of linguistic, ethno
graphic, literary-critical and religious studies terms, and an 
alphabetical index of personal names. 

We hope that the Catalogue we have prepared will in
terest all those engaged in Mongolian studies - folklorists, 
historians, students of religion - and that their interest will 
help its rapid appearance. 



ORIENTAL MANUSCRIPTS 
AND NEW INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES 

V. A. Jakobson 

COMPUTER ASSYRIOLOGY 

Assyriology is the branch of Orientalistic which studies the 
history, languages, and cultures of those ancient peoples 
which employed cuneiform writing. A specific feature of 
Assyriology is that it deals with a number of languages not 
related to one another (with the exception of Urartic and 
Hurritic, which belong to the same language family). Cunei
form was invented by the Sumerians at the beginning of the 
third millennium B. C. It was later borrowed from them by 
neighbouring peoples, either directly or not, who adapted it 
to their own languages. It is an extremely complex writing 
system employing several hundred signs, each of which can 
have several (sometimes dozens) syllabic (phonetic) and up 
to five or six semantic (ideographic) meanings. It is not dif
ficult to calculate the number of variant readings, which can 
arise from a combination of only three or four cuneiform 
signs. The matter is further complicated by the absence of 
word divisions and punctuation marks in cuneiform - all 

Cuneiform texts are published to ensure specialists ac
cess to them. The simplest and least labour-consuming 
method of publishing such kind of texts would be to photo
graph them. For a number of reasons, however, readable 
photographs of cuneiform texts are either difficult or impos
sible to produce. The holographic method is extremely 
promising, but only the first steps have been taken in this 
direction. Therefore, cuneiform texts are currently pub
lished in the form of so-called drawings, copies made by 
hand on paper and then reproduced polygraphically. It is 
a labour-consuming process which requires highly qualified 
specialists. Ideally, drawings accurately reproduce the text 
and all of its individual features: the relative size of the 
signs, the handwriting of the ancient scribe, damaged spots, 
etc. Transliteration is employed for direct work with the 
texts: the text is rewritten in Latin letters and equipped with 
necessary diacritics. Transliteration is, in a sense, 
a "translation" of cuneiform into another, alphabetic, writ
ing system. Each cuneiform sign is designated by a combi
nation of Latin letters which convey either the most widely 
used syllabic (phonetic) meaning ofa given sign or its most 
important ideographic (semantic) meaning in Sumerian. 

2 

signs were written one after the other without any spaces, 
divided only into lines. Fortunately, certain orthographic 
rules and grammatical features somewhat facilitate cunei
form reading. 

Each cuneiform sign represents a combination of sev
eral wedge-shaped marks, which are vertical, horizontal or 
inclined. These marks were impressed by the scribe with 
a three-sided stick on a tablet of fresh clay which was then 
preserved by drying or, less frequently, by baking, as with 
ceramics. On rare occasion, inscriptions were made on other 
clay objects as well as on metal and stone. In the latter 
cases, they invariably imitated inscriptions on clay. At pres
ent, the world's museums possess approximately half a mil
lion cuneiform texts of varying lengths, ranging from a few 
signs to thousands of lines. The number of these texts con
tinues to grow. 

Such a transliteration is performed in strict accordance with 
a well-defined set of rules (algorithms) and should be fully 
reversible, allowing one to recreate the original cuneiform 
text, if not its outward appearance. This is ensured by taking 
into account all possible variant readings which can arise as 
a result of the polyphonetic and polysemantic nature of each 
sign, as noted above (section I). 

Thus, texts can be published in the following fashions: 
a) drawings, b) transliteration, c) drawing in conjunction 
with transliteration. Texts are then cited in transliterations 
or transcriptions which convey the actual pronunciation of 
each word in the corresponding ancient language. Only in 
rare cases, when handwriting or damage cause doubt about 
a particular reading, is a passage reproduced in drawing 
form. The final stage of work on a text is a translation, 
which is as complete as possible (given the condition of the 
text) and equipped with all necessary commentary. For this 
reason, texts are ideally published as drawings with translit
eration and translation, introducing them into scholarly cir
culation, after which the texts can be employed for scholarly 
problems whatever they may be. 
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Each scholar studies those aspects of texts which inter
est him. He attempts to extract all relevant information from 
a concrete group of texts selected on a chronological, geo
graphic, linguistic, thematic, etc. basis. To this aim, each 
Assyriologist draws up a substantial file or files and then 
augments or restructures them throughout his scholarly ca
reer. Such files, drawn up to answer specific questions, in
evitably contain an enormous amount of valuable informa
tion which cannot be used within a single or even several 
works. Unfortunately, at the end of their creators' careers, 
working files are commonly of no practical value: each 
scholar has his own system of classification and headings, 
his own system of abbreviations and references, and, finally, 
his own (too frequently illegible) handwriting. In order to 
make use of such a file, another scholar would be compelled 
to expend a great deal of time and effort without any guar
antee that they will pay off. Sometimes, it is much simpler 
to work through the texts anew. To cite an example, the Re
search group of ancient Oriental philology at the St. Peters
burg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies holds a vast 
file of the late Prof. A. P. Riftin (1900-1945), an out
standing Assyriologist. His numerous works were based on 
enormous information extracted from cuneiform texts. To 
great regret, it is impossible to be used. And each Assy
riologist cannot help but mourn the fact that his own card
indices, which cost him such effort and contain so much in
formation that he was not able to use, will one day be waste 
paper. Up-to-date computers, with their large memories and 

At the same time, to create solely databases would 
mean to use the computer merely as a typewriter or power
ful calculator. The capacities of up-to-date computers per
mit not only to perform logical operations, but to reveal also 
hidden information, as well as to facilitate making new con
clusions on the basis of available information. 

Just to cite an example, cuneiform texts such as letters, 
administrative, commercial, economic and juridical docu
ments mention various individuals. Such references fre
quently indicate their official positions and genealogical 
ties. They name also, directly or indirectly, their place of 
residence, contain information about their material well
being, commercial deals, legal matters, administrative di
rectives relating to them, etc. It is possible to draw up, on 
the basis of known texts, an individual "dossier" on each of 
the individuals mentioned therein. It demands first of all 
identifying these individuals with reasonable accuracy as 
well as separating namesakes. Although the number of pos
sible names in ancient Mesopotamia was quite large, each 
historical epoch had several dozen extremely popular 
names. The figures found in cuneiform documents are usu
ally identified on the basis of name and patronymic, but this 
is a) not always true and b) people with the same names and 
patronymics occur, too. To obtain accurate 
"individualisation", one must tum to secondary factors, 
such as age, official position, address, names of wife and 
children, names of relatives, etc. A computer can perform 
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high processing speed, allow us to contemplate the possi
bility of creating was a computerised Assyriological file, 
rather, a set of interconnected thematic files, copies, trans
literations, and translations of all extant texts and archeo
logical materials, which can be a general Assyriological 
database accessible to all. 

Of course, the creation of such a generalised database 
remains a task for the future. We must start with individual 
databases drawn up and organised by specific and uniform 
rules which permit them to be united in the future. The rules 
should be flexible enough so that changes and improve
ments can be made if necessary, including retroactive ad
justments capable to alter the entire database. 

The invention of writing made it possible for mankind 
to create a collective memory, imperfect and susceptible to 
damage though. This memory contains only the results of 
scholarly work. Generally, the preparatory stages of such 
work (the "rough drafts") are shadowed, albeit they are fre
quently capable to grant information, the importance and 
value of which was not always evident for the scholars 
themselves. Most often such information is lost forever; 
only in rare cases is it rediscovered, with inevitable losses 
though. The creation of a general computerised database, or 
at least a group of individual databases, eliminates this dif
ficulty, making it possible to preserve the totality of valu
able information and intriguing process of scholarly 
thought. 

such identifications quickly and accurately, taking all in
formation into account and pinpointing problematic cases. 

Especially important and interesting would be the com
pilation, where possible, of genealogies encompassing two, 
three, or more generations on the basis of ties enumerated in 
the texts. This would permit the subsequent creation of 
"family dossiers" which account for the material well-being 
of a given family or clan, changes, the inheritance or non
inheritance of official positions, individual careers, moves, 
life spans, and a great deal of other information. Obtaining 
of such genealogical information would be surely a success, 
the data collected enable us to have more vivid picture of 
real life in the ancient East. A computer can significantly 
speed this work and remove the possibility of errors stem
ming from distraction, oversight, and misunderstanding. 

Certainly, the study of large texts presents a much more 
complicated case. Here one deals with the necessity of re
vealing and analysing their logical structure, extant variants, 
and individual characteristics (texts frequently exist in sev
eral copies, which differ from one another). The existence 
of overlapping copies allows one to recover damage
induced lacunae, sometimes in part, and sometimes, with a 
bit of luck, in full. No less important is the lexical analysis 
of such texts, and especially the terminology they contain. 
Finally, it is possible to discover links between certain texts 
in the form of citations, paraphrases, and direct references. 



V. JAKOBSON. Computer Assyriology 

Making of data-entry programs is now a quite routine 
procedure. Entering drawings (copies) presents no problems 
too and can be done with a high-resolution scanner. As for 
entering transliterations and commentaries, it is a fairly 
complicated procedure. The difficulty is that a number of 
alphabets - Cyrillic, Latin (with diacritics both above and 
below the line), and, preferably, Greek and "square" He
brew - are to be utilized. Though programs for each indi
vidual alphabet exist, using them all in a single text presents 
certain difficulties. These become even greater, if one has to 
deal simultaneously with three of the alphabets, which are 
written from left to right, and Hebrew, which is, like Arabic, 
written from right to left. The problem of ensuring quick 

It seems reasonable here to give an example of a rela
tively standard legal text. The text is representative and 
gives one a sense of the minimum amount of data which 
must be entered into the computer, as well as a sense of the 
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and simple toggling between different writing systems in all 
of their variations has not yet been resolved. 

Unfortunately, programs for textual analysis do not yet 
exist; their creation is the primary aim of the project under 
discussion here. Here, we will have to advance step by step, 
proceeding from simple to more complex tasks and bearing 
in mind that each step forward can reveal new perspectives, 
which were previously inconceivable or dimly imagined. In 
this process, as was noted above, it would be desirable to be 
able to change and augment our programs as we work, and 
to do this in such a way that changes and additions affect al
ready collected data. 

data which the computer can systematize itself and then 
produce at user request. 

a) Each text has its own "passport" which should indi
cate the following information: 

Table 
YOS 8, 120 

Rim-Sin 40, 20/IX 

(1) mJ-/i-gi-im-la-an-ni muni 

ki ni-te-na 

mSi-ip-JSin 

nam dumu-ni-se su-ba-an-ti 

(5) nam-ibila-ni-se in-gar 

u.,-lalr-se u.,-nu-me-a-ak 

tukun-bi 

m f-li-gi-im-la-an-ni 

nam Si-ip-JSin ad-da-ni 

(10) ad-da-mu nu-me-en 

I ba-na-an-dug, 

ku-se ba-an-sum-mu-us 

tukun-bi 

Si-ip-JSin 

(15) nam 1-li-gi-im-la-an-n[i] 

dumu-mu nu-me-en ba-na-an-dug, 

e-nig-ga-ra bar-ra-ed-a 

mu JNannar JSamas 

u JRi-im-JSin fugal 

(20) in-pad-mes 

- name of the edition in full or in generally accepted 
abbreviation and the number of the text according to this 
edition (line one, heading); 

- museum number of the text (here omitted); 
- date of the text in Mesopotamian system of chro-

nology (year in the reign of this or that ruler in accepted 

Adoption 

(1) (A person) by the name of Ili-gimlanni 

from himself 

Shep-Sin 

adopted. 

(5) He made him his heir. 

In the future, at whatever time, 

if 

Ili-gimlanni 

to Shep-Sin 

(10) "you are not my father" 

says, 

they will sell him for silver, 

(but) if 

Shep-Sin 

(15) to Ili-gimlanni 

says "you are not my son," 

he will lose house and property. 

In the name of the god Nannar, the god Shamash 

and Rim-Sin the King 

(20) they swore [to this]. 

List of witnesses, date, seal of the first witness. 

abbreviation, date and month according to the Meso
potamian calendar); 

- short description of content (standardised). 

It is particularly necessary to obtain the following in
formation from the computer: 
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- all texts of a particular origin, relating to a particular 
reign or period within that reign; 

- all texts stored in a particular museum; 
- all texts which mention certain individuals in one 

capacity or another. 

One must be able to obtain from the computer the text 
in any form, as well as scholarly commentaries on the text. 
Finally, one must be able to obtain from the database all 
texts which contain a specific term or word (ideally, even a 
cuneiform sign or selected group of signs). 

Since up-to-date computers are not yet able to work 
with natural language, one must develop a language for the 
formal description of texts. It is clear that each word in such 
a language will represent a certain concept, that is, the result 
of an initial interpretation not only of a given text but of an 
entire group of texts relevant to a certain question. The en
tirety of such formal descriptions (formal texts) will form a 

II 
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/-----

b) When a new text is entered, the lists of names and 
genealogy should be automatically updated. Each name 
should be linked to the following data: genealogical ties, of
ficial positions, place of residence, passports of all texts in 
which he/she is mentioned and the capacity in which he/she 
is mentioned (seller, buyer, creditor, debtor, official, judge, 
witness, slave, lord, etc.). Terms or selected words con
tained in the text should be entered into lists of terms with 
an indication of passports for the corresponding texts. One 
must be able to obtain from the database all of the informa
tion enumerated above in any configuration. 

conceptual memory on the basis of which logical operations 
are performed. The words (concepts) of this formal de
scription are, as a rule, interconnected; this interconnected
ness, in conjunction with the semantic volume or level of 
each concept, assumes the form of a "concept tree" or 
"matryoshka" of concepts. Here are several examples (see 
figs. I, 2, 3). 

III .!!!£.!!. women 

IV adutt:' ~dren 
v 

______ , _____ _ 
private owned palace owned temple owned /----VI objects of deeds subjects of deeds 

Fig. I 

Obviously, level III-VI concepts and higher are 
related to level I-II concepts. We see from fig. 2 
that, first, trees can "grow together" (the concept of 
"slaves" recurs) and, second, that the levels are not 
equivalent. Thus, if levels II-IV concretise the object of a 
transaction, levels V-VII do not relate to all concepts 
present in levels II-IV - the tree can by asymmetrical. 
In this fashion, nearly all concepts are in one form or 
another interrelated. The "trees" or matryoshkas are 

themselves concepts, and for this reason they can be 
reviewed (restructured). The program must make this 
possible. 

It is not accidental that the examples cited here relate to 
legal texts: such texts have a clearly defined formal struc
ture and are characterized by a fairly limited set of terms 
and usages. At the other end of the spectrum, literary texts 
present much greater complexities. All other cuneiform 
texts lie somewhere between these two poles. 

purchases and sales 

II realest~po~on ~~ves 
~ ----/ ~ -----: hind bufulings grain livestock metal wodd III 

IV 

~ . 

garden field waste ground 
I See}ig. / 

v status 

Fig. 2 
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loans 
~~~~-;;--- ---....::::::---~~~~ 

II in kind ~estock 

III debtor creditor 
~-

secured unsecured 
Seejig. I 

IV 

earmarked~not indicated 

on i?.erest interest4ree 

v 

VI 

See fig. 2 if loan sel:ured by property 

Fig. 3 

8 

In our view, one of the main problems is the amount of 
work required to develop formal concepts and enter them 
into the database. Obviously, this must not significantly ex
ceed the amount of work needed to create an ordinary file, 
or no one will undertake the task. 

The foregoing concerns the formal analysis of texts 
and is evidently realisable in the near future. As for the 
analysis of their contents, we remain at the level of feeling 
our way toward new approaches. 



PRESENTING THE MANUSCRIPT 

Vlad. V. Polosin 

A SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY MANUSCRIPT OF AN ILLUSTRATED 
PSALTER 

The present publication aims to draw attention to one of the 
Christian Arabic manuscripts in the collection of the 
St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies 
(call number A 187). Among numerous extant manuscripts, 
executed in the Arab Christian milieu, this one is of special 
interest because of miniatures it contains. Only few of such 
illustrated codices have come down to us. In addition, the 
miniatures were performed by the outstanding artist known 
as YusufMu~awwir. 

The manuscript is written on white European paper 
with watermarks - three crescents and another one, which 
I was unable to identify. The folio dimensions are 18.0 X 
13 .2 cm, but the original folios were trimmed while binding. 
The text occupies a field of 14.7 X 9.4 cm. The manuscript 
contains 128 folios with 15 lines per page. Traces of the 
mis(ara can be discerned. Structure of the quires[!]: I IX 
(IV + V), 2 X, 3 IX (V + IV, seventh folio is cut off, but 
there is no lacuna), 4-13 X. Quire marks are written into 
the upper comers of each first and last page both in words 
and numerals. There are catchwords in the lower left comer 
of each verso page. 

The text is written in calligraphic naskh in black ink. 
The dividers and headings are in red ink, with the exception 
of Psalm 136, where the heading is in gold. The binding in 
yellow leather with a gilded border is European. The previ
ous call number of the manuscript is impressed on the spine 
(part of the word is missing): P[ ... ]auti A 7. 

The manuscript contains the text of the Psalter em
ployed in the service of Malkites, one of the four sects of 
the Syrian Church. The 150 canonical psalms are divided 
into seven safJars in accordance with the days of the week. 
Each sahar of the Psalter was to read in a certain day of the 
week. The psalms are also divided into 20 kathismata, or 
liturgical parts read on particular occasions. The feature of 
the codex is that it includes the non-canonical 151 th psalm 
as well as ten prayers (tasabih). 

The manuscript could hardly draw special attention if 
not the author of its miniatures, who is also its transcriber. 
The colophon on fol. 127a tells that the manuscript was cop
ied by a well-known calligrapher, translator from Greek, and 
miniaturist, Yusuf al-Mu~awwir (was alive in 1650). His full 
name was Yusuf b. An~niyus b. Suwaidan (Swidan) al-J:lal
abl [2]. He was of Greek descent, and as his nisba shows, 

was connected with Aleppo, one of the centres of culture in 
Syria. In one of the manuscripts copied by him in 1647, Yu
suf al-Mu~awwir calls himself the pupil of Patriarch 
Euphymius II (1634-1647). We know also that the artist 
collaborated later with another patriarch, Macarius (d. 1672). 
Yusuf received his sobriquet al-Mu~awwir ("artist") because 
of his profession. He was a man of numerous talents and 
abundantly translated from the Greek. Apart from the illus
trated Psalter, another manuscript is known with miniatures 
performed by him, which is held in the collection of the St. 
Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies. It is a/
Durr a/-ma~iir fl Iii 'rlkh muliik al-Riim [3]. 

The miniatures of Yusuf al-Mu~awwir, which adorn our 
Psalter, are extremely interesting. It is clear that the artist 
follows the tradition of Byzantine book illustrating. Illus
trating Bibles and Psalters was a common practice in 
Byzantium; many copies have come down to us. The depic
tion of the well-known characters of the Bible in our Psalter 
are touched by the spirit of melancholy and calm dignity. 
They seem rather expressive and wholly reflecting the at
mosphere of the Old Testament prophets wisdom and love 
for God. All indicate that the artist was an outstanding 
master of miniature painting who knew existing tradition 
perfectly well. Nearly all of the miniatures are well pre
served and only a few display some minor crumbling. 

The colophon states that the copy was made for a cer
tain Mikha'll b. al-Khurl Yusuf and was completed on 5 
October 7158 from the birth of Adam, which corresponds to 
A.H. 1058/A.D. 1650. Now we can state that the artist, 
whose dates are unknown, was alive in 1650. The personal
ity of this Mikha'll b. al-Khurl Yusuf remains a puzzle. 
However, one can assume that the manuscript was not 
meant to be employed in the public service. Rather the 
Psalter was executed for the person who stood high in the 
Syrian Church hierarchy, and it seems that the book was 
intended to be used in personal worshipping. 

The Psalter was acquired in the late eighteenth century 
by J.-L. Rousseau (1780-1831), the well-known collector 
and French consul in Aleppo and Tripoli. It was purchased 
by the Russian government in 1825 as part of the so-called 
Second Rousseau collection and given to the Asiatic 
Museum (at present, the St. Petersburg Branch of the 
Institute of Oriental Studies) (4]. 
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Fig. 2 
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Fig. 5 
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Contents 

Fols. lb-Sa: psalms 1-8; Sb-16b: 9-23 (sal]ar for 
Sunday); 17a-3Sa: 24-4S (sal]ar for Monday); 3Sa
S2a: 46-{;9 (sal]ar for Tuesday); S2a-72a: 70-90 
(sal]ar for Wednesday); 72b-88b: 91-108 (sal]ar for 
Thursday); 89a-99b: 109-118 (sal]ar for Saturday); 
IOOa-1 ISb: 119-ISO (sal]ar for Friday) (thus in MS, 
Saturday before Friday); 116a: ISi; 116b-117b: First 
Canticle of Moses (Exod. XV, 1-18); 117 b---119 b: Sec
ond Canticle of Moses (Deut. XXXII, 1-43); 120a-
120b: Canticle of Hanna, mother of Samuel (I Sam. II, 

1-10); 120b-121 b: Canticle of the Prophet Habakkuk 
(Hab. III); 121 b-122b: Canticle of the Prophet Isaiah 
(Is. XXVI, 9-20); 122b-123a: Canticle of the Prophet 
Jonah (Jon. II, 1-9); 123a-12Sa: First Canticle of the 
three young men (mubarak anta yii rabb) (Dan. III, 2S-
4S); I 2S a-126 a: Second Canticle of the three young men 
(biirakii yii jamf'a a'miila 'I-Rabb) (Dan. III, S2-90); 
126a-126b: The Magnificat (Lk. I, 46-SS); 126b-
127a: The Song of Zacharias (Benedictus; Lk. 68-79). 

Miniatures 

Fol. I b: "unwiin and Prophet David (see Plate 2 on the 
back cover); 2a: a bird on a tree; Sa: Mary and John of 
Damascus; 14 b: Jesus Christ; 17 a: the Prophet David; 28 a: 
Joseph and Mary; 37b: David and Natan; S2a: the Prophet 
David (see fig. I); S3 a: Solomon the Wise; 61 b: the 
Prophet David (see Plate I on the front cover of the present 
issue); 67 a: Mary; 70 a: the Prophet Moses (see fig. 2); 72 b: 
David; 79b: Gabriel, Raphael, and Mikhael (see fig. 4); 
81 b: Abraham, Isaak and Jacob (see fig. 3); 82 a: Joseph 
(son of Jacob?); 93 a: Jesus Christ, the good thief, and the 

apostle Peter (see Plate 3 on the back cover); I 03 b: One
frius, Sabas, Euthymius, Antonius, Jesus Christ, Basil, John, 
Gregorius and Nicholas; 104a: Aaron; 109b: David in the 
cave; 112 b: the Prophet Zakharya (see Plate 4 on the back 
cover); I ISb: David and Goliath (see fig. 5); I 16b: the 
Prophet Moses; I 17b: the Prophet Moses; 120a: Hanna, 
mother of Samuel; 120b: the Prophet Habakkuk; 122a: 
Isaiah; 122b: the Prophet Yohah; 123a: Hananyah, Azariah, 
and Mishael; 126a: the Annunciation; 126b: Zakhariya; 
127 a: John the Baptist (see Plate I on the back cover). 

Notes 

I. Roman numerals indicate the number of the quire; Latin numerals indicate the number of folios. 
2. The full name is given in the colophon of an autograph manuscript by Yiisuf in J. Nasrallah's Catalogue des manuscrits du Liban 

(Harissa, 1958), i, p. I 04. 
3. For Yiisuf al-Mu~awwir, see A. I. Mikhaylova, "An illustrated Arabic Manuscript of a Translation of a seventeenth-century Greek 

chronograph", Manuscripta Orientalia, IV/I (1998), pp. 58--64. 
4. The manuscript has been described previously in the following works: V. Rosen, Notices sommaires des manuscrits arabes du 

Musee Asiatique, Premiere livraison (Saint-Petersbourg, 1881), No. I; also I. Kratchkovsky, al-Mashriq, XXIII, p. 684; Graf I, p. 118 
(28). 
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"The Prophet David and a flock", miniature from the Arabic Psalter (A 187) in the collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of 
the Institute of Oriental Studies, fol. 61b. 

Back cover: 

Plate 1. "John the Baptist", miniature from the same manuscript, fol. 127 a. 
Plate 2. 'Unwiin with the depiction of Prophet David, the same manuscript, fol. lb. 
Plate J. "Jesus Christ, the good thief, and the Apostle Peter", miniature from the same 
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Fig. 1. ''The Prophet David", miniature from the same manuscript, fol. 52 a. 
Fig. 2. "The Prophet Moses", miniature from the same manuscript, fol. 70a. 
Fig. 3. "Abraham, Isaak and Jacob", miniature from the same manuscript, fol. 81 b. 
Fig. 4. "Gabriel, Raphael, and Mikhael", miniature from the same manuscript, fol. 79b. 
Fig. 5. "David and Goliath", miniature from the same manuscript, fol. 115 b. 
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Mikael Persenius. Tiie Manuscripts of Parts I and 1 of 
Sliams al- 'ulam by Nasliwlln al-lfimyarr. A Study of 
Their Relationsliip. Uppsala: 1997, 278 pp. - Acta Uni
versitatis Upsaliensis. Studia Semitica Upsaliensia, 
XIII. 

The work under review is Mikael Persenius's dissertation 
for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Semitic Lan
guages at the Department of Asian and African Languages 
of Uppsala University in 1997. The main objective of the 
author consisted in establishing the relationship between the 
extant manuscripts of the Arabic lexicon Shams al- 'uliim 
wa-dawa' 1 kalam al- 'Arab min al-kuliim ("The Sun of the 
Sciences and the Wounds' Remedy for the Words of the Ar
abs"), compiled by the famous scholar of medieval Yemen, 
Nashwan b. Sa'id al-J:limyari (d. 573/1178), to prepare a 
preliminary research for its critical edition. 

It seems that a kind of fate hangs over the publication 
of this masterpiece of Yemenite tradition. Though a selec
tion of texts from the Shams al- 'uliim, dealing with South 
Arabia and compiled by 'A~imuddin AJ:unad on the basis of 
some reliable manuscripts, appeared as early as 1916 2 , the 
edition of the whole body of the lexicon has not been ac
complished yet. The first part of the work covering the let
ters hamza to shin was published in 1951 under the supervi
sion of 'Abdallah al-Jarafi who used mostly manuscripts 
from the library of the Imam of Yemen 3• But the decision 
to interrupt the publication was made by the Imam on his 
learning about the European edition of the same work un
dertaken by Karl Vilhelm Zettersteen (1866-1953). As for 
Professor Zettersteen, he succeeded in editing only two fas
cicles (down to the end of Jim) 4, as his death prevented 

from finishing the project. In 1983, the Ministry of Culture 
and National Heritage of the Sultanate of Oman undertook 
the edition of five volumes of the Shams al- 'uliim. The 
publication embraces the text of the lexicon from the begin
ning to the end of shin and, in all probability, represents a 
faithful transcription of only one manuscript kept now at 
Muscat (pp. 29, 70) 5. Thus the intention of Mikael Persen
ius to prepare a critical edition of Nashwiin's work, follow
ing in the footsteps of K. V. Zettersteen, professor of Se
mitic languages at Uppsala University in 1904 to 1931, is 
praiseworthy, being an example of the scholarly continuity 
in classical Arabic studies, which occurs now rather seldom. 
M. Persenius's work is the first step in right direction. 

The structure of the dissertation fits well the aims of the 
codicological research carried out by the author. It consists 
of six chapters, including the Introduction considered as 
Chapter I, and the critical edition of six texts selected from 
Parts 1 and 2 of the Shams al- 'uliim (Chapter 6). Chapter 2 
provides a survey of some important facts of Nashwan's bi
ography, which are extracted mainly from several re
searches on the life of the lexicon's author (pp. 18-20). 
However, M. Persenius's list of primary sources dealing 
with Nashwan al-J:limyari appears to be exhaustive (p. I 7). 

It should be noted that in the framework of a codi
cological research M. Persenius's attempt to reveal the real 
meaning of the proper name Nashwan (p. 19) seems a bit 
strange. Besides, the etymology he proposes - "he who in
quires after the news as soon as it comes" - is not con
vincing. Possible is the derivation of this name from nash
wan ("dizzy (with love)"), attested in the 'Absite poetry 6, 

or its affinity to the nisba form nashwani, which in post
classical Yemeni Arabic means "diligent", "industrious" 7• 

1 As M. Persenius correctly remarks (p. 23), the reading diwii' ("cure", "treatment") attested in some manuscripts fits well this con
text, and it is difficult to decide which of two variants was original. 

2 Die auf Siidarabien beziig/ichen Angaben Naswiin 's im Sams al- 'uliim. Gesarnmelt, alphabetisch geordnet und hrsg. von • A~Imud
din A~mad (Leyden-London, 1916). - E. J. W. Gibb Memorial Series, vol. XXlV. The selection was reprinted in Yemen under the title 
Muntakhabiit fi akhbiir al-Yaman min Kitiib shams al- 'uliim wa-dawii ' kaliim al- 'Arab min al-kuliim. Tab' a thiiniya mu~awwara (San• a•. 
1981 ). - Mashrii' al-kitab, 8/3. Unfortunately, in his detailed survey of all the previous publications of the Shams al- 'uliim, M. Persenius 
took no notice of this publication, although he gives in his bibliography the names of reprint editions (pp. 26-30, 269). 

3 Nashwan b. Sa'Id al-l:limyari, Shams al- 'uliim wa-dawii' kaliim al- 'Arab min al-kuliim. T~qiq 'Abdallah b. 'Abd al-Karim al-Jarafi 
(Cairo, 1951 ), i-ii (reprint: Beirut, 1982). 

4 Nashwiin b. Sa'Id al-l:limyari, Shams al- 'uliim wa-dawa' kaliim al- 'Arab min al-kuliim, ed. K. V. Zettersteen (Leiden, 1951-
1953), i, fasc. 1-2. 

Nashwiin b. Sa'Id al-l:limyari, Shams al- 'uliim wa-dawa' kalam al- 'Arab min al-kuliim (Muscat, 1983), i-v. 
6 VI. V. Polosin, Slovar' poetov plemeni 'abs (VJ-Vlllvv.) (A Vocabulary of the 'Absite Poets of the Sixth-Eighth Centuries) 

(Moscow, 1995), p. 472. 
7 M. Piamenta, Dictionary of Post-Classical Yemeni Arabic. Pt. 2 (Leiden-New Y ork-K0benhavn -KOln, 1991 ), p. 486. 
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Unfortunately, the researcher did not notice that the name 
Nashwan, very rare in Arab genealogies, was rather wide
spread in the Safaitic onomasticon in the pre-Islamic period 
and attested once in Sabaic 8• 

In his work M. Persenius accurately enumerates the 
writings of Nashwan al-l:limyari (pp. 20-2), even those 
which are not extant (e.g., an abridgment of the Kitiib al
/kif/ by al-l:lasan al-Hamdani) or whose authorship is dis
puted (al-Farii 'id wa-1-qalii 'id). However, among the great 
variety of subjects on which Nashwan wrote, Persenius did 
not distinguish the principal contribution of this scholar to 
the Arabic literature. The researcher did not remark that 
Nashwan al-l:limyari had compiled the most complete ver
sion of the so-called "Qa~\anide Saga" (Yemenite medieval 
epic) 9. It seems that the significance of Nashwan's works 
for South Arabian studies, unfortunately, escaped from the 
author's attention. After the detailed observation of the pre
vious editions of the Shams al- 'u/iim, M. Persenius makes 
reference to a number of out-of-date publications, issued by 
David Heinrich MUiler in the second half of the nineteenth 
century, where the material from the lexicon of Nashwan 
was employed. Does not the researcher know about the ex
tensive use of the Shams al- 'u/iim in a large number of 
studies on ancient Yemen, which appeared after David 
MUiler? Despite the semi-legendary character inherent in 
the "Qa~!anide Saga", some unique data cited by Nashwan 
al-l:limyari in his lexicographical work have been success
fully applied later for the reconstruction of the history of 
South Arabia. Among recent researches the monograph by 
Mu~ammad 'Abd al-Qadir Bafaqih, who used the Shams a/
'u/iim as a valuable source for the pre-Islamic history of 
the tribal confederation of Khawlan Qu~a'a 10 as well as 
for the origins of the l:limyarite dynasty 11 , is worthy of 
note. M. Persenius has also left out a very interesting thesis 
about specific Yemenite words in the works by al-Hamdani 
and Nashwan maintained and published by Ibrahim al
Selwi 12• His ignorance of the latter is particularly regretta
ble, since it is closely connected with the subject of the dis-

sertation. The author's disregard of the "local colour" pecu
liar to this lexicon can have an adverse effect on its new 
critical edition. 

Besides, the list ofNashwan's works enumerated by the 
author needs some corrections. There is, for instance, under 
No. 21 a certain treatise on la!frif (morphology), extant in 
the unique manuscript (p. 22) originating from the collec
tion of Shaykh Mu~ammad 'Ayyad al-Tan\awi ( 1810-
1861 ), professor of Arabic at St. Petersburg University from 
1847 until his death. It is kept now under call number 785 
in the collection of the Oriental Faculty of St. Petersburg 
University 13 • It was Baron Victor Rosen (1849-1908) who 
first described this fragmentary copy and attributed it to 
Nashwan al-l:limyari 14• Then he included the work in the 
list of manuscripts under the title Risiila fi-1-ta!frif 15 • 

Rosen's attribution was universally recognised and the work 
has recently entered a new brief catalogue of Arabic manu
scripts in the above-mentioned collection 16. The thorough 
examination of this treatise de visu, however, clearly dem
onstrates that it cannot be a work by Nashwan himself or 
part of such a work, since its compiler says: 

_r;..l_,i (J J_,_r-JI ..,.u.J J~ <l.ll ~.J 01_,..i.; ) r-k! 
... ~I J_,_,..:i. ylY.i ->5°j ~ 4-+i.J loS l")lSJI 

("Know that Nashwan, may Allah - highly exalted be 
He - have mercy on him, arranged the letters at the ends of 
the words in the same way as he arranged them mentioning 
the chapters on the letters of the alphabet ... " - fol. 20a). 
But it is well-known that the formula <l.ll ~.J is used only 
after the name of the deceased. 

True, the comparison of the treatise's structure with 
that of the muqaddima in the Shams al- 'u/iim 17 gives evi
dence of some resemblance between them. The title Risiila 
fi-1-taf!rif does not conform to the fragmentary manuscript 
of St. Petersburg, since among seven sections extant in the 
treatise only the first one bears the name Faf!I fi-1-taf!rif 

8 G. L. Harding, An Index and Concordance of Pre-Islamic Arabian Names and Inscriptions (Toronto-Buffalo, 1971), p. 590: 
Nswn. - University of Toronto. Near and Middle East Series, 8. The Sabaic text Fa 3, where this proper noun has been attested (I. 9), 
dates from the second half of the third century A.O. 

9 This high estimation of Nashwiin's heritage is generally accepted by the specialists (see, for instance, M. B. Piotrovskii, Predanie o 
khim'iaritskom tsare As'ade a/-Kami/e (The Saga of the l;limyaritic King As'ad al-Kamil) (Moscow, 1977), p. 34; idem, luzhnaia Araviia 
v rannee srednevekov'e. Stanovlenie srednevekovogo obshchestva (South Arabia in Early Middle Ages. The Formation of a Medieval So-
ciety) (Moscow, 1985), p. 67. , 

10 M. Bafaqih, l 'Unification du Yemen antique. la Jutte entre Saba', lfimyar et le lfa<framawt du ~r au [[~me siec/e de I 'ere 
chretienne (Paris, 1990), p. 99 & n. I, p. I 02 & n. I 0. - Bibliotheque de Raydan, vol. I. 

11 /bid., p. 187 & n. 24, p. 188, tabl. 3 and p. 191 & n. 29. 
12 I. al-Selwi, Jemenitische Wiirter in den Werken von al-Hamdiinf und Naswiin und ihre Para/le/en in den semitischen Sprachen 

(Berlin, 1987). - Marburger Studien zur Afrika- und Asienkunde. Serie B: Asien, Bd. IO. 
13 C. Brockelmann, Geschichte der arabischen litteratur. I. Supplementband (Leiden, 1936), p. 528, No. 11. 
14 V. Rosen, Les manuscrits arabes de /'lnstitut des langues orienta/es (St. Petersbourg, 1877), pp. 216---7. - Collections 

scientifiques de l'lnstitut des langues orientales du Ministere des affaires etrangeres, I. 
15 K. G. Zaleman, V. R. Rozen, "Spisok persidskim, turetsko-tatarskim i arabskim rukopisiam lmperatorskogo Sankt-Peterburgskogo 

Universiteta (okonchanie)" ("The list of Persian, Turkish-Tatar and Arabic manuscripts of the Imperial St. Petersburg University (the 
ending)"), Zapiski vostochnogo otde/eniia lmperatorskogo Russkogo arkheo/ogicheskogo obshchestva, vol. Ill, fasc. Ill (1889), p. 205. 

16 Arabskie rukopisi vostochnogo otdela nauchnof bib/ioteki Sankt-Peterburgskogo Gosudarstvennogo universiteta. Kratkil kata/og 
(Arabic Manuscripts of Oriental Section of St. Petersburg University Scientific Library), compiled by 0. B. Frolova and T. P. Deryagina, 
ed. O. B. Frolova (St. Petersburg, 1996), p. 90, No. 418. The list of bibliographical references enumerated in the catalogue in connection 
with this manuscript is, however, incomplete. Unfortunately, the catalogue's compilers did not mention a number of works by Carl Brock
elmann and Victor Rosen cited above (see nn. 13 and 14 above). Moreover, their reference to the catalogue by Salemann and Rosen con
tains a mistake (p. 33 is to be corrected top. 205; cf. n. 15 above). 

17 The contents of this muqaddima has been described in detail by M. Persenius (p. 25). 
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("Section on morphology") 18. The identification of this 
work as a large fragment of the muqaddima, extracted from 
an abridgment of the Shams al- 'uliim compiled under the 
title l)iyii' al-IJuliim by MuJ:iammad b. Nashwan al-J:limyari 
(d. ca. 610/1212-13), can be regarded as well-founded 19• 

In all probability, this introduction was copied separately as 
a kind of reference book on Arabic grammar. In any case, 
the Risiilafi-1-ta!Jrifshould be enumerated among the manu
scripts of l)iyii' al-IJuliim in Chapter 3 (pp. 3 1-8). 

M. Persenius has, however, no claim to the complete
ness of the list of manuscripts which are the abridged ver
sions of the Shams al- 'uliim (pp. 31, 37-8) 20. His purpose 
consists in analysing these works from the viewpoint of 
preparing a critical edition ofNashwan's lexicon itself. As a 
result, the author established that "a number of the MSS 
catalogued as containing Shams al- 'uliim appeared instead 
on closer inspection to contain in whole or in part one or the 
other of the abridgments" (p. 121; cf. also p. 39) 21 . In this 
connection the author's intention to examine the manuscripts 
of the Shams al- 'uliim in Chapter 4, after a study of the 
manuscript tradition of this lexicon's abridgments in the 
previous chapter, seems quite logical. 

In my opinion, Chapter 4 which contains a detailed de
scription of 56 manuscripts held now in European, Ameri
can, Yemenite, Egyptian, Turkish, Indian and other collec
tions constitutes the most important part of the dissertation 
by M. Persenius (pp. 39-84). The special emphasis is put 
by the author on the contents of the manuscripts' title pages, 
colophons, notes related to collation and ownership, as well 
as on the use of vowel signs, diacritical marks, corrections, 
and catchwords. The list of those manuscripts appears to be 
exhaustive. The overwhelming majority of them (41, i.e. 
approximately 73%) have been available to the author in the 
form of microfilm copies or photocopies. As for the rest, in
formation about them has been extracted from catalogues or 
other sources and therefore requires further verification. 
Nevertheless, the data put together by M. Persenius are 
quite sufficient for the choice of manuscripts which are to 
be used in the text edition. It is remarkable that although the 
subject of the dissertation is restricted to Parts 1 and 2 of 
the Shams al- 'uliim, the researcher has described in Chapter 
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4 all hitherto known manuscripts containing, wholly or par
tially, the second half of the lexicon, namely, Parts 3 and 4 
(pp.41-3,46---8,52-7,62-74, 76---8,81--4). 

The most serious question that arises in connection with 
the work by Persenius concerns the possibility of studying 
the text of the first half ofNashwan's work independently of 
its second half. It is obvious that in contrast to voluminous 
anthologies of fiction or scholarly works on history and ge
ography, the lexicon could normally be used only as a 
whole, and every owner of library usually tried to acquire 
all the sections of the book 22• Owing to political and social 
disturbances of the late medieval period of Islamic history, 
many Muslim libraries were, however, destroyed or dis
persed, and separate parts of the Shams al- 'uliim turned out 
to have been divided between various collections. There
fore, it seems that the author's attempt to establish the rela
tionship between the manuscripts which contain only the 
first and second parts of the work can contribute only little 
to the real history of the text. 

The stemmatic analysis of six sample texts selected by 
Persenius for his publication (Chapter 5, pp. 85-122) is 
based on the method of Lachmann and goes back to the 
theories of "common errors" and "common variants". The 
credo of the researcher is formulated as follows: "The fact 
that these errors are shared by all of the examined MSS may 
indicate that they are all descended from the same ancestor" 
(p. 92) 23 • However, convincing arguments against such an 
approach to text criticism were adduced by the famous Rus
sian philologist D. S. Likhachev 24• In his work dedicated to 
methodology of text criticism, the scholar remarks, for in
stance, that the same mistakes could be made independently 
in different copies and, therefore, "the establishment of a 
genealogy of copies on the basis of the theory of 'common 
errors' is impossible" 25 . If so, a detailed stemmatic analysis 
of every sample text seems useless. Besides, all the six 
stemmata differ from one another, sometimes considerably, 
and are rather far from demonstrating real genealogical re
lations between the manuscripts (pp. 96, 101, 105, 109, 
114, 118). The only well-founded conclusion, which fol
lows from Chapter 5, consists in dividing the copies se
lected for the preparation of the critical text into two fami-

18 In contrast to the treatise the muqaddima consists of four sections. The headings of the first three subdivisions, namely, Fa~/ ji-1-ta~ 
rif, Fa~lfi makhiirij al-~uriifwa-taqsimi-hii and Fa~lfi abniyat kaliim a/-'arab, prove to be identical in both works (see fols. lb, 12a. 
13a). The fourth and last section of the muqaddima, entitled Fa~/ Ji ma~iidir al-afiil, is the sixth in the treatise (fol. 16a). It is not ex
cluded, however, that in spite of the difference in division into/u~u/the texts ofthese works are very similar to one another. 

19 During my visit to Diir al-Makhfufiit in San'a' in November 1998, I had a chance to compare the treatise's text with a microfilm of 
the manuscript of the l)iyii' a/-~ulum from a private Yemenite collection (microfilm No. 166 made in 1983). The observation of the text 
showed that in spite of a number of different readings, rather limited though, the so-called Risa/a fi-1-ta~rif held at the Library of 
St. Petersburg University is to be identified with the introduction to the abridgment of the Shams al- 'u/um written by the author's son, 
Mu~ammad b. Nashwiin al-J:limyarT. The St. Petersburg manuscript includes almost the whole text of this muqaddima, with only the last 
page lacking. 

20 In his list there is, for example, no mention of the manuscript kept in the Eastern Library of al-Jiimi' al-Kabir under call number 
12/2129-/ugha, which contains part 4 of the l)iyii' al-~ulum (354 fols; 26 lines per page; 18.0 x 23.0 cm). Cf. Fihrist makhfufiil al
Maktaba al-Gharbiyya bi-I-Jami' al-Kabir bi-~an 'ii', comp. by l'diid A~mad Mu~ammad 'isawT, Mu~ammad Sa'Td al-Mal~ (Alexandria, 
[1976)), p. 442. 

21 In this respect a parallel with the above-mentioned "treatise on ta~rif' inevitably come to mind. 
22 Because of their great size they could often be written by different copyists. 
21 A certain hesitation expressed by M. Persenius in this conclusion(" ... may indicate ... ") is accounted for the insufficient number of 

common errors and not for his doubt about the applicability of this method. As he puts it, "because of the small number of detected com
mon errors in the examined texts the existence ofa common ancestor cannot be concluded with any certainty" (pp. 92-3). 

24 D.S. Likhachev, Tekstologiia. Na materiale russkol /iteraturyX-XVl/vekov (Text Criticism. According to the Material of Russian 
Literature of the Ninth-Seventeenth Centuries), second edition, revised and enlarged (Leningrad, 1983), pp. 8-24. 

25 Ibid., p. 16. Acad. Likhachev also observes that some mistakes in manuscripts are connected with the "psychology of errors", com
mon to all copyists, which is still insufficiently investigated (ibid., p. 15 & n. 13). 
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lies denoted by A and B (p. 121 ). But such a rough classifi
cation could be obtained without drawing sternrnata which 
make the reconstruction of the history of the Shams al
'uliim's text even more obscure. 

The main contribution of the author of the dissertation 
are six fragments, namely, the preface and five chapters 
from the Books of al-tii ', al-IJii ', al-diil, al-rii · and al-shin, 
edited critically (pp. 123-233). Their text is published in a 
very accurate manner and proves to be a good basis for a 
future edition of the whole lexicon. From the point of view 
of a specialist in South Arabian tradition, the comparison of 
those sample fragments with the extracts from the Shams al
'u/iim made by 'A~imuddin Ahmad seems very interesting. 
In the artciles a/-Tubbat (Tibet), al-Tubba', Tabiik, al-Rass, 
Shadad and al-Shammiim, which are shared by both 
works 26, only one significant different reading has been 
discovered: from the text of al-Tubbat, established by Per-

senuis, the expression ti.ol.l.ll <ll~ j used before a po
etical quotation was excluded (p. 144) '27• It is rather sur
prising that both versions of such a large article as al
Tubba · (wii}Jid al-tabiibi 'a) coincide completely 28. Proba
bly it would be better for the researcher to study more at
tentively the works of his predecessors than to spare his ef
forts for the labour-consuming but inefficient sternrnatic 
analysis. 

In spite of several shortcomings and imperfections con
nected mostly with the methodology of text criticism, the 
monograph under review is of great value for every scholar 
who is interested in the life and works by Nashwiin b. Sa'id 
al-J:limyari, and in Arabic lexicography in general. The 
audacious intention of Mikael Persenius to prepare the first 
critical edition of the whole text of the Shams al- 'uliim must 
be only welcomed. 

S. Frantsouzo/f 

26 Cf. pp. 143-7, 194, 213, 215 in the work under review. See also Die aufSiidarabien beziiglichen Angaben Nahviin 's im Sams al
'u/um, pp. 11-3, 41, 53, 57. From the article a/-Rass only the fragment dealing with the well al-Rass was selected by '~imuddin AJ:imad 
(ibid., p. 41 ). 

27 This variant is, however, cited by M. Persenius in the notes (p. 144, n. 4). 
28 Cf. pp. 144--6. See also Die auf Siidarabien beziiglichen Angaben Naswiin 's im Sams al- 'u/iim, pp. 12-3. 
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